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moment holds. Transcend polarity thinking & seek the gift. What can I learn from
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a) Bringing the polarity together and harmonizing it. (b) Stating I"m in Christ

Christ Consciousness now, polarity isn"t a reality. (c) Meeting Jesus. (d) Being
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a totally opposite polarity in the Morphogenetic Field is compounded, it forms the Karmic

flip, reverse that polarity at its point of origin and put the whole bunch
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will reverse the polarity of their charge. • What the Monadic reversal does to
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a totally opposite polarity in the Morphogenetic Field is compounded, it forms the Karmic
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flip, reverse that polarity at its point of origin and put the whole bunch

with its reversed polarity at HU-4, the anti-Kristos, and the members of
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will reverse the polarity of their charge. What the Monadic reversal does to the
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b) reverse the polarity of key elements in the miasmic grids (c) align
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codes (c) polarity reversal of codes in the Morphogenetic Field (d) electromagnetic
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and have a polarization and reversal in them. 11. What did the number "
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and have a polarization and reversal in them. 11. What did the number "
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with a reversed polarity. 5. Veils Boundaries of perception that separate us from our
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What is the polarity of frequency? • Two distinct wave patterns in frequency that
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can perceive frequency polarities without getting caught up in either of them. 2. Bridge
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can perceive frequency polarities without getting caught up in either of them. 2. Bridge
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you reverse the polarity of the core point, you reverse the polarity on all

you reverse the polarity on all the related layers of Miasms in all time
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are reversing the polarity of Miasms from within the: (a) Auric field (
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to reverse the polarity at the Miasmic Core because: (a) It"s important to

are reversing the polarity of all the related layers of Miasmic Patterns (d)
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12th Dimensional Omni-polar Pre-matter Template. Bio-Regenesis Techniques simultaneously
create subtle, natural

patterns of BI-POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY RADIATION, which form SPECIFIC
PATTERNS OF SCALAR FREQUENCY
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of vibrating bi-polar energy signatures. Vibration of energy units creates patterns of internal
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exist as Omni-polar points of fixed vibration. Partiki units are the smallest building

units are Omni-polar (containing the potentials for all polarities or none) units

potentials for all polarities or none) units of vibrating energy that perpetually cycle back

state of BI-POLAR LIGHT RADIATION (scalar-standing-wave) and OMNI·POLAR

and OMNI·POLAR SOUND VIBRATION. • In the Omni-polar state, Partiki units

In the Omni-polar state, Partiki units exist as invisible, fixed points of sound

in their Omni-polar state they exist as Ante-matter substance, the first state

to form Bi-polar waves, while replicating their original Tri-tone Omni-polar design.

Tri-tone Omni-polar design. • In the Bi-polar state, two sub-vibrations

In the Bi-polar state, two sub-vibrations of the Tri-tonal Standing Waves

units of BI-POLAR RADIATION that form Electromagnetic Scalar-StandingWaves. The third
vibration of

through which the polarized vibrational units of Particum and Partika will reunite through
Internal

energy, as the Omnipolar Ante-matter Tri-tone Wave of Sound Vibration projects its

energy into Bi-polar Particum and Partika Scalar Waves of Light Radiation. Energy thrust

transmutes, the bi-polar Standing Scalar Waves of Light Radiation returning to their original

their original Omni-polar Ante-matter state of Partiki units. Once returned to the
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energy into Bi-polar Light Radiation Scalar-Waves (expansion) and back into Omni-



back into Omni-polar Sound Vibration Tri-tone Waves (contraction) is called PARTIKI

fission, into Bi-polar Particles and Anti-particle manifestation built upon Scalar Waves of

, into Omni-polar Ante-matter Sound Vibration, continually cycling energy between the
manifest
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of interwoven Bi-polar Scalar-Waves of light radiation, built upon Omni-polar Tri-

built upon Omni-polar Tri-tone Waves of sound vibration, that forms the foundation
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Conscious awareness remains polarized in Duality Consciousness and physical body is
rendered finite and
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are released from polarity by the re-combining of their inherent Particum-Partic/es
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through which the polarized Particum Particles and Partika-Anti-particles merge and
transform into

the original Omi-polar Partiki Antematter state. Through strand fusion the biological carbon-
based
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are then divided/ polarized and projected up and down the Harmonic-1 dimensional scale,

body apparatus. The polarized frequencies first appear within the DNA as part of the
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create refraction and polarization of flash-line sequences that translate into a variety of
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Manifestation manifests as polarity resistance to frequency inflow within the three levels of
the
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Primary Polarities of Palm Chakras Along with the 15 Primary Chakras within

utilizing the natural polarity orientation of the Primary Vortex Set. The Chakra in the

understand the Primary Polarities of the Palm Chakras in order to create the strongest
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form of Omni-polar wave spectra, enters the manifest densities by projecting portions of
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Energy Matrix. Eckatic, Polaric and Triadic Currents of Standing Sound Vibration. *Kee-Ra-

Primal Rays emerge). Polaric-Gold Flame-D-14 Triadic-Violet Flame-D-15 *

D-12 Omni-Polar Universal Christos Field of Pre-matter Density Hydroplasmic Liquid Light.

9 levels of polarized electro-magnetic energy frequency that form 3 currents of 3-<
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Currents (Eckatic, Polaric & Triadic Columnar Standing Waves) from Source, to run through
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3- dimensional, Bi-polar life-force current. The life-force currents corresponding to the

Signet Seals create polarization between dimensionalized sets of scalar waves within the
Scalar Shields,
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into dimensional division/ polarization, must be released . Release of the Signet Star Crystal

receive the Omni-polar frequencies of the 12th-Dimensional MAHARIC CURRENT
(Hydroplasmic Beam)

the process of DEPOLARIZATION of the 12-Strands and levels of consciousness within the

Template. Progressive de-polarization of the 12 levels of consciousness within the human
Manifestation

fusion and de-polarization of the particle (Particum) and anti-particle (Partika)
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the 3 OMNI-POLAR CREATION CURRENTS (Primal Creation Currents bu ilt upon a

OF TONES, BI-POLAR + NON-POLAR energy units) together as ONE PRIMAL NON-

POLAR + NON-POLAR energy units) together as ONE PRIMAL NON-POLAR CURRENT- the

ONE PRIMAL NON-POLAR CURRENT- the KHUNDARAY (also called the "Rainbow Bridge"
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Meajhe Field, then polarize and break up the Trion and Meajhon units into negatively

and Meajhons are polarized into negative charged Mions ("Base Magnetic" vibrating pre-
sound

expression. The perpetual polarization, electromagnetic expression and de-polarization of
the Life Force Currents

expression and de-polarization of the Life Force Currents within the Merkaba Field Form

Grid into the polarized Ionic Particulate Mion-Dion sub-units, which accrete · following
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serve as the polarizing filter or "lens" through which Multidimensional Primal Life Force

Maharic Shield (Polarized Primal Substance Units) 3-D Partiki Grid Keylon Units/Codes/
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Divine Blueprint" Template, polarize to form Particum and Partika Units, then accrete to form

Meajhe Field, then polarize the neutrally changed Trion-Meajhe units into electromagnetic
units called

sound vibration". The polarized Mion/Dion Units become the foundation upon which the "
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of lmmanuyana (TriadicPolaric-Eckatic Codes) and the God-Seed Yunasai Codes of Eckasha
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Energy Matrix. Eckatic, Polaric and Triadic Currents of Eckasha Crown Veca Code- The
Universal

Primal Rays emerge). Polaric-Gold Flame-D-14 Triadic- Violet Flame-D-15 *

9 levels of polarized electromagnetic energy frequency that form 3 currents of 3-dimensional
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collective psyche the polarity between the light and the Shadow serves to divide and
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the Healing of Polarity Consciousness, a main objective in the New Age, but you

you cannot bring Polarity into Unity if you refuse to acknowledge one of the

When the negative polarity is acknowledged and understood without fear, one can then learn
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Seal to reverse polarity of present Time-vector. Keylontic Remote Viewing: Wave-Riding To
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Mechanics, Reversing the Polarity of Holographic History. 1 . Earth, Nibiru and The
Evolutionary
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help reverse the polarity of negative or harmful programming grids. I AM ONE with
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identity of the Polaric Level and the Eckar identity of the Eckatic Level. Though
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access the Triadic, Polaric and Eckatic Cosmic Memory Records. Ascended Masters are called
Commodores-

ministers- Triadic and Polaric Level Integration) or Eckars (6th-degree ministers-Eckatic Level
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the Monad. The Polaric Matrix is the high vibration reality fields and Over Tone
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Entity identity gestalt. Polaric Matrix- DiOmni Hova Body - RishA identity gestalt. Eckatic
Matrix
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by reversing the polarity charge of its crystallizations, merging its anti-particles/ Partika with

Reversal of Miasmic Polarity to dissolve Miasmic Crystals can be achieved in various ways.

to reverse the polarity of the miasmic anti-particles, through which their crystallizations
dissolve,
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a burst of polarized energy that becomes the magnetic Particum and the electrical Partika.



into manifestation. The polarities within the Particum and Partika units draw the units back

on", while the polarized Particum and Partika units de-manifest and "flash off".

(Partiki units polarizing through fission to become Particum and Partika, the re-merging
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the part Hyperbornean/Polarian, Lemurian and Atlantian Root Race evolutionary cycles)
correspond to chakras
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Gestalts, within the Polaric Level of the Energy Matrix. The fifth step: Each RishA

the Energy Matrix polarizes its consciousness to form within itself a set of 2
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of the intrinsic polarity or division of energy that is required to keep the

relies upon the polarity of electrical/transmitting and magnetic/receiving force. Polarity of
energy,

magnetic/receiving force. Polarity of energy, duality of consciousness - one implies the other,
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the dramas of polarity - restoring chaos to order - disorganization to organization -
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reversal of electromagnetic polarity and shifting of the angular rotation of particle spin).
During
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Sound Field, the Polaric Level of the Energy Matrix-second individuation of Source. Also

Gold Flame Wachayanas Polaric Energy Matrix Sound Field. Seeded Cerez Avian ("Bird
People"),
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packages and then polarized. Each of the twelve sub-species was assigned on a

re-bundle their polarized strand into one complete unit. As each of the twelve

personages representing the polarization of the sub-strands of DNA and the birth of

stood for the polarization of the twelve single strands of the subspecies. Your version

created first. The polarization of the DNA, and the resulting birth of duality of

this distortion the polarities or duality within each of the twelve sub-species could
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for you a polarized universe, where in all things exist within a duality of
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are in a polarized system, and thus you learn to make better choices. The
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"glass" of polarized perception. Human logic, at its present state of evolution, continues
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confusion that your polarized perceptions create. So much wonder awaits you as you awaken
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Yanas exist within Polaric Level of the Energy Matrix, the second level of individuation
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"BlueEckatic, Gold-Polaric and Violet-Triadic Flames" or standing fields of spherical light,

the Pale-Gold-Polaric Kee-RaShA Light Field, and are representatives of the Gold
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side in this polarity drama accomplished what they had set out to do, and
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anticipated that the polarity dramas within this Time Matrix could reach such extremes;
extremes



of this raging polarity drama as are the uncountable souls of Guardian Angelic Nations

whether this Universal Polarity Drama has continued possibility for healing. The Angelic
Human Lineage
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to reverse its polarity. This is a technique I don"t even know yet, so
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we"re in a polarized system, there will be a higher frequency pattern and a

because we"re in polarity. There is the part that oscillates faster and its counterpart,
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to feel the polarity of the frequency within the hologram of the room that
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can perceive both polarities without being caught in either of them. You can envision

see now the polarities, allow me to see now the polarities as they exist

see now the polarities as they exist in this moment". Once you give that
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response of two polarities forming. It"ll take a little while to get inner vision

you are in polarity. Simply by splitting the frequencies you"ll be able to identify
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sensing the first polarity that you knew when coming into this body. Copyright©
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and reversing the polarity on the whole onion, going to the seed and turning
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the extremes of polarity between the reversed 11-Strand DNA Matrix and the 12-

most extremes in polarity issues of all of the Indigos, are highly intelligent, mathematically
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difficulty in balancing polarity in consciousness, due to the reversed Nephilim Fire Letters.
They

compulsive behaviors, bi-polar disorders and extreme polarity in perspectives. The Nephilim
imprint tends

disorders and extreme polarity in perspectives. The Nephilim imprint tends to activate first in

rapid shifts of polarity within the behavior and attitude. The polarity extremes in the

and attitude. The polarity extremes in the The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series 37
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display the opposite polarity qualities, being an excessively "good" baby and child then

to balance the polarities in the DNA, the "light" side of the personality
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evil" and related polarity dramas. The softer side of the Type-3 can be

have difficulty with polarity extremes over bonding issues for life. Though Type-3 Indigos
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display extremes in polarity imbalance as is often displayed in Type-3 Indigo Recessives.
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People"),
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moment holds. Transcend polarity thinking & seek the gift. What can I learn from
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you from the polarized fields in between. So the information I deal with here
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do teach about polarity. I don"t endorse polarity consciousness. We teach Christ
consciousness. But

I don"t endorse polarity consciousness. We teach Christ consciousness. But in Christ
consciousness you

you recognize Vv"hen polarity consciousness exists if you expect to heal. You don"t heal

you"re in a polarized Universe until you get up to 012. You better recognize
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middle of this polarity drama from the moment of our creation. So, I know
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triadic level, the polaric level and the ekadic (sp?) level. That"s the level
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you still have polarity, but within the unity of the whole. It"s a much
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the Buffer Zone. polarity and draw into the atomic nucleus to So, the transitions
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charged electrons reverse polarity to become positively charged protons and merge with the
Density

expand and reverse polarity. The primary electron, negative charged base magnetic particles
of the
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charged electrons reverse polarity to become positively charged protons to proceed with
fusion to

especially from the polar and equatorial regions. The low, primary internal hum and rumble
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atom then reverses polarity in Angular muted outer atmosphere begin to slow in Rotation

become photooscillation and repolarize into electrons, nic electrical impulse. protons,
neutrons and atoms in
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I"m seeing one polarity, right now. Where is the other? Try to find the

agitation of negative polarity, because it will take your emotional body and run with
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3- dimensional, Bi-polar life-force current. The life-force currents corresponding to the

Signet Seals create polarization between dimensionalized sets of scalar waves within the
Scalar Shields,
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into dimensional division/ polarization, must be released. Release of the Signet Star Crystal
Seals

receive the Omni-polar frequencies of the 12th-Dimensional MAHARIC CURRENT
(Hydroplasmic Beam)

process of DE-POLARIZTION of the 12-Strands and levels of consciousness within the

Template. Progressive de-polarization of the 12 levels of consciousness within the human
Manifestation

fusion and de-polarization of the particle (Particum) and anti-particle (Partika)
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bringing the 3 OMNIPOLAR CREATION CURRENTS (Primal Creation Currents built upon a
TRINITY

OF TONES, BI-POLAR + NONPOLAR energy units) together as ONE PRIMAL NON-POLAR

BI-POLAR + NONPOLAR energy units) together as ONE PRIMAL NON-POLAR CURRENT -
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mean "Better"! Polarity exists from D-11 down ... and there are many
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Sound Field, the Polaric Level of the Energy Matrix-second individuation of Source. Also
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Gold Flame Wachayanas Polaric energy Matrix Sound Field. Seeded Cerez Avian ("Bird
People"),
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beyond biology and polarized gender expression. The Founders also will not promote a false
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12th Dimensional Omni-polar Pre-matter Template. Bio-Regenesis Techniques simultaneously
create subtle, natural

patterns of BI-POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY RADIATION, which form SPECI~IC
PATTERNS OF SCALAR
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of vibrating bi-polar energy signatures. Vibration of energy units creates patterns of internal
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that exist as Omnipolar points affixed vibration. Partiki units are the smallest building blocks

units are Omni-polar (containing the potentials for all polarities or none) units

potentials for all polarities or none) units of vibrating energy that perpetually cycle back

state of BI-POLAR LIGHT RADIATION (scalar-standing-wave) and OMNI-POLAR SOUND

wave) and OMNI-POLAR SOUND VIBRATION. • In the Omni-polar state, Partiki units

In the Omni-polar state, Partiki units exist as invisible, fixed points of sound

in their Omni-polar state they exist as Ante-matter substance, the first state

to form Bi-polar waves, while replicating their original Tritone Omni-polar design. •

original Tritone Omni-polar design. • In the Bi-polar state, two sub-vibrations

In the Bi-polar state, two sub-vibrations of the Tri-tonal Standing Waves

units of BI-POLAR LIGHT RADIATION that form Electromagnetic Scalar-Standing-Waves. The
third



through which the polarized vibrational units of Particum and Partiki will reunite through
Internal

as the Omni-polar Ante-matter Tri-tone Wave of Sound Vibration projects its

energy into Bi-polar Particum and Partika Scalar Waves of Light Radiation. Energy thrust

Partika transmutes, the Bipolar Standing Scalar Waves of Light Radiation returning to their
original

their original Omni-polar Ante-matter state of Partiki units. Once returned to the

energy into Bi-polar Light Radiation Scalar-Waves (expansion) and back into Omni-

back into Omni-polar Sound Vibration Tri-tone Waves (contraction) is called PARTIKI

fission, into Bi-polar Particle and Anti-particle manifestation built upon Scalar Waves of

fusion, into Omni-polar Ante-matter Sound Vibration, continually cycling energy between the
manifest
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pattern of interwoven Bipolar Scalar-Waves of light radiation built upon Omni-polar Tri-

built upon Omni-polar Tri-tone Waves of sound vibration that forms the foundation
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Energy Matrix. Eckatic, Polaric and Triadic Currents of Standing Sound Vibration. *Kee-Ra-

Primal Rays emerge). Polaric-Gold Flame-D-14 Triadic· Violet Flame-D-15

D-12 Omni-Polar Universal Christos Field of Pre-matter Density Hydroplasmic Liquid Light.

9 levels of polarized electro-magnetic energy frequency that form 3 currents of 3-
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sustain the 42 Polaric Level Ascension Codes, serve with the Emerald Order as Primary
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resulting extremes of polarity consciousness through which they chose to sever their
connection to
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process of internal polarization and "Stepping Down" of oscillation within the Partiki that
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manner that creates polarization. Following the Divine Blueprint of geometrical mathematical
order designated by

as Partiki Units polarize and split to form Particum and Partika Units, which represent

energy vibration. The polarization of Partiki units initiates the perpetual act of Primal Fission,

Fusion, through which polarized Particum and Partika units reassemble and reunite to
replicate the



unit phases into polarization via Fission, it becomes 2 simultaneously formed fixed points of
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is called the Polaric Level of the Energy Matrix and represents the second to

Energy Matrix, the Polaric Tonal Field becomes the second of 3 Primal Light Fields,
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internal Fission and polarization, replicate and break apart into sets of two, fixed Particum
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fields of oscillating, polarized, electro-magnetic conscious energy that form the Primal Order
of

Field of the Polaric Energy Matrix, the Second Light Field surrounding the first, manifests

Current represents the polarized translation of the Khundaray Primal Sound Current. From the
3

Flame of the Polaric Matrix is the second state of expansion into a Time
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Field is the polarized translation of the Eckatic Sound Field, which contains the combined

Grids of the Polaric and Triadic Sound Fields. Because the Eckatic Sound Field and

both the Gold/Polaric and Amethyst/Triadic Sound/Light Fields emerge, the Emerald Order
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Body: the tri-polar (possessing 3 core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the
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vibration of the Polaric Energy Matrix beyond the Triadic Energy Matrix. The Tanotra Hova

Ramyanas to their Polaric Cosmic Family of Consciousness. 7. Di-omni Hova Body- the

Body- the bi-polar (possessing 2 core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the

Matrix conscious inaudible Polaric Khundaray tonal-vibration field; holds the consciousness of
12 RishA

that forms the Polaric Energy Matrix, within which the Triadic Energy Matrix tri-tonal

"Gold Flame" Polaric Khundaray bi-tonal vibrational field of the Polaric Energy Matrix,

field of the Polaric Energy Matrix, pre-manifestation non-density or consciousness expressing
as

vibrations in the Polaric Energy Matrix. Collectively the 12 Primal Wachayanas and 12 Primal

gestalt of the Polaric Cosmic Family of Consciousness cmd connects the 12 Wachayanas to

Body- the omni-polar (possessing one core vibration and the potentialities for all

Ramyanas and 12 Polaric Energy Matrix Wachayanas expressed as one eternally manifest
omni-tonal
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is the omni-polar (possessing one core vibration and the potentialities for all

fields of bi-polar conscious light are the 3 Primal Light Creation Currents of

Energy Matrix through polarizing the original singular Eckah Blue Wave Tone spherical
vibrational field.

Blue Flame Tone polarizes within itself. Polarization of the singular Eckah spherical standing
sound-

polarizes within itself. Polarization of the singular Eckah spherical standing sound-vibration
creates 2

of the bi-polarized Eckah tone, which most closely matches the original Blue Flame

is the bi-polar (possessing 2 core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the

of the Cosmic Polaric Energy Matrix. Each of the 12 "Cosmic Seeds" that

that form the Polaric Energy Matrix is called a RishA or RishA Matrix. The

RishA Matrix. The Polaric Energy Matrix, formed by the 12 Over Tone RlshA Matrix

"Golden" "Polaric Gold Flame ". The Polaric Gold Flame is the second

Flame ". The Polaric Gold Flame is the second of 3 spherical scalarstanding-wave
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Creation Currents. The Polaric Gold Flame emerges into manifestation as dimension-13 from
the

13 from the Polaric Gold Flame Tone in the Polaric Energy Matrix. The Polaric

Tone in the Polaric Energy Matrix. The Polaric Energy Matrix is a living inaudible

Energy Matrix. The Polaric Energy Matrix is a living inaudible sound-field of conscious

form the Wachayanas Polaric Energy Matrix are called Wachayana. The collective Gold Flame
sound-

of the bi-polarized Eckah tone forms the eternal consciousness field of the Tanotra

is the tri-polar (possessing 3 core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the

of the Eckatic, Polaric and Triadic Energy Matrices, within and through which all manifestation

Gold Flame Tone Polaric RishA gestalts of the 01-0mni Hova Body and the

break down and polarize (separate in vibration) to form the 3 Primal Light

Eckatic Blue Flame, Polaric Gold Flame and Triadic Violet Flame, The MCEO Freedom
Teachings
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6 pairs of bipolar scalar-standing-sound-waves that expand and contract following a

form expands (polarizes in fission, releasing a burst of thermoplasmic light radiation, then

each pair of polarized primal sound waves. As one wave in a polarized pair

wave in a polarized pair expands via fission into accelerated movement, creating oscillation
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(region of Polaris, the "North Star"). Signets 10, 11 and 12 of
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the Gold Flame Polaric Codes; 37-42 Strand DNA Templates Ur Urtite-Cioister (
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incarnated from the Polaric Level, and the Base Council Amethyst Order Bra-ha-Rama
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spectrum of the Polaric Codes, the Fire Letters corresponding to the second level of

from Source, the Polaric Level of the Energy Matrix. Beings with Polaric DNA Temples,

Matrix. Beings with Polaric DNA Temples, such as the Gold Order Urtite-Cioister Maji,

incarnate from the Polaric Level-2 of the Primal Sound Fields; they are legitimately

2 Ascended Masters. Polaric DNA Coding allows an embodied being to run the two-

body, when the Polaric DNA Codes are activated. The Gold Order Seraphim-Seraphim Maji

Guardians of the Polaric Codes" (in ancient Hebrew teachings, the coveted Polaric Maji

teachings, the coveted Polaric Maji genetic code was referred to as the "Code
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Root Races, the Polarians and Hyperborneans, evolved on Etheric Density-3 Gaia. The
remaining
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Biue-Eckatic, Gold-Polaric, Violet-Triadic) carried in the DNA Template. © Ashayana Deane,
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electromagnetic fields reverse polarity and the planet enters pole shift during a SAC. •
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form of Omni-polar Tri-tone Standing Waves of sound vibration, 12th Dimensional frequency

fusion between Bi-polar Particum-Particles and Partika-Anti-particles in the Planetary
Manifestation

Density-5 Omni-polar Ante-matter Tri-tonal Wave form. This process of accelerated
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FLAME of Omni-polar, Tri-tone Ante-matter. The Hydro-plasmic Flame held within

transmutes the Omni-polar sound vibration of the Ante-matter Plasma Beam into two

currents of BI-POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC SCALAR WAVES of particle and anti-particle light
radiation.

Density-5 Omni-polar Ante-matter Partiki Units. The 12 Primary Axi-A-Tonal

contraction of bi-polar energy units through the Axiom Lines within the Planetary Shield

receive the bi-polar energy currents from the Signet Sites through the Axiom Lines,

a reassembled Omni-polar Tri-tonal Standing Wave Hydro-plasmic Flame, and transmit a

supply of re-polarized energy from the Flame, through the Planetary Shield, creating
PRIMARY
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Khundaray (Eckatic, Polaric and Triadic Primal Sound Fields) Universal Life Force-Energy
Currents
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Template activation, the polarized (separated) electromagnetic fields around the body (the "

progressively release their polarization and electromagnetic barriers, progressively expanding
into a large, 12-dimensional,
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electromagnetic blockage and polarity reverse of portions of Earth"s Planetary Shields that
correspond to
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Fields. The unnatural polar-reversed 34-CCW/21-CW Merkaba Mutation caused the natural
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and reversed the polarity in a number of Earth"s Axiatonal Lines and Ley Line
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causes the electromagnetic polarity in ceriain "-.__./ Vector Codes to naturally reverse,
causing the
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Strand Template-1 depolarize and merge into a transient, singular electrical antiparticle Helix
called

structure as it depolarizes to form a single anti-particle helix. As the DNA

DNA sequence de-polarizes and seemingly "de-manifests" from its original position in

(single de-polarized, electrical heli) then electromagnetically bonds to the Hydrogen Bonds (
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"Female" Nibiruian Polarity-Reverse rotation, rather than the NATURAL 33 1/3- CW-
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reverse the natural polarity and Spin Ratio of Earth"s Planetary Magnetic Harmonic Merkaba
Spiral
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and "Spiril" polarized: 11 -4- 7- 10-1 · 5 block The

Letter sequences & polarity Orientation of AXI-A-TONAL UNES: 1 -2- 3-
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mental and emotional polarity, such as legitimate cases of "Clinical Schizophrenia" or "
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the Triadic or Polaric Matrix in a previous lifetime and has returned carrying the
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evil dictum of polarity consciousness, which stands in direct opposition to Law of One
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serve as the polarizing filter or " lens" through which Multidimensional Primal Life Force

Maharic Shield (Polarized Primal Substance Units) ~ 3-D Partikl Grid Keylon Units/
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Divine Blueprint" Template, polarize to form Particum and Partika Units, then accrete to form

Meajhe Field, then polarize the neutrally changed Trion-Meajhe units into electromagnetic
units called

sound vibration". The polarized Mion/Dion Units become the foundation upon which the "
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lmmanuyana (Triadic-Polaric-Eckatic Codes) and the God-Seed Yunasai Codes of Eckasha
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Energy Matrix. Eckatic, Polaric and Triadic Currents of Eckasha Crown V~a Code- The

Primal Rays emerge}. Polaric·Go/d Flame-D-14 Triadic-Violet F/ame-

·12 Omni-Polar Universal Christos Field of Pre-matter Density Hydroplasmic Liquid light.

9 levels of polarized electromagnetic energy frequency that fonn 3 currents of 3-dimensional
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Primal Sound-2 Polaric called the DrU A"jha TONE: Dha" Dru A"jha Symbol Placement:
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Chakras Sequences and polarity of DNA -<If Templates 1·2·3
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Phase Merkaba protective BiPolar Suspension to 2012 when final time line separation of
Meajhe
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merger. Earth"s Bi-polarized Meajhe Zones/Trion Zones in Trion/Meajhe Field Buffer Blanket
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contemporary Earth scale. Polarity/Spin Orientation M/CCW= Base Magnetic = negative
electrical charge

Organic Spin Rate/Polarity DNA Fire Letters/Strands Nethra Phase DN-1/D-1-
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Energy Matrix. Eckatic, Polaric and Triadic Currents of Standing Sound Vibration. *Kee·

Primal Rays emerge). Polaric-Go/d F/ame-D-14 Triadic-Violet F/ame-

D-12 Omni-Polar Universal Christos Field of Pre-matter Density Hydroplasmic Liquid Light.

Universal Kundalini of polarized electro· magnetic energy frequency that form 3 currents of
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serves as the polarizing filter or "lens" through which Multidimensional Primal Life Force

Maharic Shield (Polarized Primal Substance Units) 3-D Partiki Grid Keylon Units/Codes/
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Divine Blueprint" Template, polarize to form Particum and Partika Units, then accrete to form

Meajhe Field, then polarize the neutrally changed TrionMeajhe units into electromagnetic
units called Mion

sound vibration". The polarized Mion/Dion Units become the foundation upon which the "
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contemporary Earth scale. Polarity/Spin Orientation M/CCW = Base Magnetic = negative
electrical

Organic Spin Rate/Polarity DNA Fire Letters/Strands Nethra Phase DN-1 /D-
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Primal Sound-2 Polaric called the DrU A" jha TONE: Dha" Dru A" jha
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12th dimensional Omni-polar frequencies from the Density-4 Maharic Shield. This in turn

the 3 OMNI-POLAR CREATION CURRENTS (Primal Creation Currents built upon a TRINITY

OF TONES, BI-POLAR+ NON-POLAR energy units) together as ONE PRIMAL The MCEO

BI-POLAR+ NON-POLAR energy units) together as ONE PRIMAL The MCEO Freedom
Teachings
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NON-POLAR CURRENT called the KHUNDARA Y. This current that is also
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replica is then polarized within the expanded original "First Thought", forming two separate
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discs of Bi-polar EirA-ManA consciousness called the 12 Reuche Scepter Shields, which

a central Tri-polar scalar wave disc composed of blended ManUEirA-ManA Force called

12 smaller bi-polar Reuche Scepter Currents that are entwined together through the central

the central Tri-polar current of the Amoraea Shields. As the Scepter Shields rotate

holds the 2 polarized currents in direct relationship with each other, forming two counter-

rotating spirals of polarized EirA and ManA God Force current within the Ecka ManU-

is created, replicates, polarizes and vibration ally Downsteps to form a pair of smaller

plane/Base-6 polarized Merkaba Spirals called Veca Merkaba Fields. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings
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a different electrical polarity orientation, through which electrical, magnetic and neutral force
of the

grids of like-polarity Force. The grids of Force interact with each other, creating
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form of Omni-polar Tri-tone Standing Waves of sound vibration; 12th-Dimensional frequency

fusion between Bi-polar Particum-Particles and Partika·Anti·particles in the

original Density-5 Omnipolar Ante-matter Tri-tonal Wave form. This process of accelerated
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FLAME of Omni-polar, Tri-tone Ante-matter. The Hydro-plasmic Flame held within

transmutes the Omni-polar sound vibration of the Ante-matter Plasma Beam into two

currents of BI-POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC SCALAR WAVES of particle and anti-particle light



radiation.

Density-5 Omni-polar Ante-matter Partiki Units. The 12 Primary Axi-ATonal Lines

contraction of bi-polar energy units through the Axiom Lines within the Planetary Shield

receive the bi-polar energy currents from the Signet Sites through the Axiom Lines,

a reassembled Omni-polar Ti-tonal Standing Wave Hydro-plasmic Flame, and transmit a

supply of re-polarized energy from the Flame, through the Planetary Shield, creating
PRIMARY
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ECKATIC SHIELD G. POLARIC SHIELD F. TRIADIC SHIELD E. RISHIAC SHIELD Primal Sound
Fields
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and Imploding Universes, Polarity, "Survival of the Fittest" and the "Victim-Victimizer
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sustain the 42 Polaric Level Ascension Codes, serve with the Emerald Order as Primary
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resulting extremes of polarity consciousness through which they chose to sever their
connection to
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Sound Field, the Polaric Level of the Energy Matrix-second individuation of Source. Also

Gold Flame Wachayanas Polaric energy Matrix Sound Field. Seeded Cerez Avian ("Bird
People"),
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(Eckatic-Biue, Polaric-Gold and Triadic-Violet) (Voyagers, Volume 2) has 2
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the Gold Order Polaric Wachayanas Middle Council and originally a member of the Yanas
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the full Eckatic-PolaricTriadic Levels of the Khundaray spectrum at critical mass once the

running the full PolaricLevel Khundaray at critical mass once the Polaric Codes are activated.

mass once the Polaric Codes are activated. As mentioned, the original Gold Flame Holder,
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level of the Polaric-Level Khundaray at critical mass via an Inner Earth Level-
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exaggerated duality and polarity of consciousness, known as the "Violence Mutation", within
Earth
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Field, causing the polarized D-5 I D-7 Eiros to de-polarize to

Eiros to de-polarize to a D-12 Manu Rei on Field, the Density-
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Body merger through depolarization of the frequency Sha-LA-a Light Units within the
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that creale our polarized , electro-staUc "Shadow Bodies· In Phantom Mx.
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Field in reverse. polarization . The unnatural polarization of the Projection Cord causes the

. The unnatural polarization of the Projection Cord causes the Dark Silver-Blue Cord

hole and perpetually polarized static evolution cycles. One third of the D-3 Mental
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into severe "polarity consciousness" and began fighting within their Universal Veca. The
Wesedak

Phantom Matrix. A Polarization-Refraction Lens called the "Eye of Metatron" was installed
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Field, causing the polarized D-5/D-7 Eiros to depolarize, to a D-

7 Eiros to depolarize, to a D-12 Manu Reion Field. The Density-2
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Body causes the polarized Gold Monadic Crystal within the upper Thymus Gland and the

to activate and depolarize, allowing the Density-3 natural Eternal Eiros Silver Sanctum Flame
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permanent opening and depolarization of the natural Density-3 Gold and Violet Cords in

memory (Gaia-Polaris and Aramatena-Lyra memory). Accelerates and progressively
harmonizes the awakening,
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as they de-polarize and combine with the Maharic Flame forming a Silvery-Pink
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allows the 2 polarized optical energy currents to blend into one non-polarized current

into one non-polarized current to enter the Cranial Kundalini Seals in the Pineal
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and extent of polarization between the dimensionalized pairings of EirA, ManA and the
resultant
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resultant
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and represents the polar opposite of the Christos Principle. Addictions: Power, drugs, self-
delusion
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strand. This created polarization and gender within the Cloistered Race morphogenetic field.
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Root Races, the Polarians of Gaia and the Hyperborneans of Gaia"s antiparticle double. These
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of the Sphere polarized, splitting their energy fields, each creating two smaller
morphogenetic fields
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seal created a polarization within the fourth/heart chakra (which corresponds to fourth-
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from the First Polarian and Second Hyperbornean Root Races of Gaia. Each of the
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their spin and polarity, shift their angle of rotation by 45°, and then return

reverse spin and polarity, and re-appear one Harmonic Universe up. Tara"s D-4
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the spin and polarity of Earth"s base-tone particles and Tara"s overtone anti-particles

45°. When the polarity of Earth"s particle base is reversed, Earth"s magnetic poles spin,
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and reversal of polarity in particles and anti-particles will not cause a shift

anti-particles slows, polarity again reverses, and the angle of particle rotation shifts back
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anti-particles reverse polarity and spin, and the angular rotation of particles shifts 45°,
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reverse spin and polarity, and their angular rotation shifts 45o back to its original
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reciprocal shift of polarity within the D-1 Merkaba Field of Earth. Earth"s D-
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to their original polarity. This would correct the D-1 Merkaba Field of Earth
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this seal allows polarization in the fourth/heart chakra to reverse, and the D-
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Tara"s grid, the polarity of the particles and anti-particles temporarily reverses and the
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THINGS TO COME Polarity and Angular Rotation of Particle Spin, of Earth and Tara,

to their original polarity and angular rotation of spin. The Earth"s electrical overtone particles,

ofTara reverse their polarity, returning to their original orientation. Usually, at this point in
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spectrum of the Polaric Codes, the Fire Letters corresponding to the second level of

from Source, the Polaric Level of the Energy Matrix. Beings with Polaric DNA Templates,

Matrix. Beings with Polaric DNA Templates, such as the Gold Order Urtite-Cloister Maji,

incarnate from the Polaric Level-2 of the Primal Sound Fields; they are legitimately

2 Ascended Masters. Polaric DNA Coding allows an embodied being to run two-thirds

body, when the Polaric DNA Codes are activated. The Gold Order Seraphei-Seraphim Maji

Guardians of the Polaric Codes."3 The Yu Urtite-Tri-Cloister Maji Christiac-Rishiac
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electromagnetic fields reverse polarity and the planet enters pole shift during a SAC. •
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cresting the north polar regions, spanning central and northern Europe, across Atlantis and
into
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running along the polar North-South longitudes in Earth"s Templar Complex. The companion
Golden
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natural spin and polarity. Full reversal of Earth"s Planetary Shields will permit Earth"s Shields
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Angelic invasion schedule. Polarization of the global political arena is one effect that will
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public for total polarity of national affiliation. Since the 9/11 disaster, it has

has been utterly polarized around this issue. On the surface, it is understandable that
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vs. evil" staged polarity drama. World religions of the "positive polarity group" will

the "positive polarity group" will have been "nurtured" to a point of
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vs. Them" global polarity? How could the masses be moved into receptivity to a

middle of the polarization of international consciousness, with "good guys" uniting to "
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begins to crest. Polarity of Earth"s particle base reverses. Hall of Records begins transmitting
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Wars #1 Polarlans strands-1121+7-12 HU-3 D-7 Etheric Particle
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formation of two polarized Cosmic Cores and 12 Meta-Galactic Cores, both united through
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composed. Through interior polarization and replication, created through self-generated
fission and fusion, Partiki
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group by like polarization, electrical Partika to Partika, magnetic Particum to Particum,
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body"s particle base polarized and locked into that dimensional band. The separation of
particle
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polarized "OMHI-POLAR" (Tri-polar) positive-negative-neutral-.lectrlcal charge PARTIKI units

POLAR" (Tri-polar) positive-negative-neutral-.lectrlcal charge PARTIKI units (eltpticalsphere-
scalar-

through which Bi-Polarity, olectro-magnetlam and many sets of Parallel Universes and
Parallel

the 2 smaller, polarized •oivfne Masculine and Divine Feminine" ManA and EirA God-
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ness, called the POLARITY SHIELDS, through which sets of negative-eledricaJ charge
Particutri Universes

form of Omnl-polar "Standing-wave" energy, the Natural Divine Order through which

and ~ectricallmagnetic polarity balances and the expansion and contraction rhythm of Primal
Ufe
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expression, then reverses polarity and progressively draws the expanded energy back Into its
center,
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launched. Within the polarized "turnstile" of the 3rd probability sub-harmonic, which reached

probability lines, are polarized into a set of dual event lines, unlike the singular
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continue to promote polarizing un-truths and disinformation under "lip service" of promoting

and transcendence of polarity consciousness can be achieved? This decision is entirely up to
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the victim-victimizer polarity drama; the very Christiac ideals that many of you are
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the "victimvictimizer polarity learning game"; they have forgotten that it was a learning

expression and Christiac polarity consciousness mastery, in manifest learning arenas similar
to your Earth-
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embodiment of utterly polarized fear-based consciousness, so trapped within the false-
security of

distortion-lens of polarized duality while denying the existence, love, safety and infinite power
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you the nature polarities in consciousness as they presently exist within the "Is-

the existence of polarity within the present drama. Denying the existence of the "

ness" of opposite polarities in hope of "transcending polarity" is not only utterly

of "transcending polarity" is not only utterly futile, as it casts one fully



into a fully polarized singular-polarity extreme, it is also one of the greatest

fully polarized singular-polarity extreme, it is also one of the greatest demonstrations of

fearlessness openly acknowledge polarity as an organic condition of manifest energy, observe
the reality
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within the present polarity-drama, even within our necessary expose" of the most difficult

exist external, in polarity always separate, outside of the self you know yourself to

the worlds of polarity expression that you , yourselves will thus create, as the

God-Within beyond polarity. We, of the Eieyani, did not return to you in
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did it through Polaris, which is, I believe, the galactic arc AzurA point. Density
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object was the Polarian Gate system. A long and involved "war" between the

and compromise the Polarian system. This would have greatly compromised Earth"s ability to
respond

vortices connecting the Polarian Matrix system allowing rapid reactivation of the RAMA
passages and
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to the extreme polarity problems that currently exist in our Veca, especially in Density

activation of the Polarian Buffer system that will allow any matter form that can

protection of this Polarian buffer field we have the opportunity to move through this

completing a successful Polarian Matrix anchor in order to initiate and set in motion
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out ON the Polarian matrix before the completion of the ST ARburst by dropping

the process of Polarian system hosting and increase the likelihood of Black Hole fall.

to anchor the Polarian matrix in order to separate from the descending Black Hole

partial opening of Polarian Gate 1. The Kristic races do not make these exit



can offer the Polarian host now that the indigo Team has assisted in opening
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such as the Polarian Matrix and Rama Passage, have the potential to engage Host-

aspects of the Polarian Matrix Gate ,lnterfac~ System in December 2004 and Rama

Page:  2

that both the Polarian Matrix and Rama Passage Interface Gate systems have been
successfully

Page:  3

Veca Transit of Polarian Anchor grids via E-Cou:.Sha-TA Complex) occurs 2017.

and Monadic Reversai/Polarian Reset and Suspension Phase) occurs 13-15 days following, lhe
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Encryptlon, via the Polarian Matrix Host Ram a Code encryption, is activated in Ad-

Shields of the Polarian Matrix Gates, re-sets the o~ginal E.Cou-Sha

the Indigo Shield Polarian Host link provided by the globally positioned DNA Templates of

dbWnload; from the Polarian Matrix Gate Shield, the original "Rama Code" Kristiac Planetary.

axis alignment with Polarian Buffer, generating an Ascend-destined.Polarian Cohesion Wave
and achieving

an Ascend-destined.Polarian Cohesion Wave and achieving Polarian Anchor to corresponding
Polarian Gate

Wave and achieving Polarian Anchor to corresponding Polarian Gate Shield. once the
"Electrical

Anchor to corresponding Polarian Gate Shield. once the "Electrical Surge Wave and Snap

alignment with the Polariain Buffer, forming a Polarian Cohesion Wave, thus achieving
Polarian Anchor

Buffer, forming a Polarian Cohesion Wave, thus achieving Polarian Anchor Co-resonant Axis
Afignment

Wave, thus achieving Polarian Anchor Co-resonant Axis Afignment with· the corresponding
Polarian

· the corresponding Polarian Matrix Gate Shield. (waves build progressively Days 5·

Eckasha-level frequency. Polarian Anchored Keylon fragments of the Polan an. Cohes1on



Wave are

e Shields (Polarian-Arc-Trinity-0-Site-Rama-Passage Gate Networks) through which

through which ttie Polarian Buffer is generated, allows the Eckahsa Pillar· S".
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pass through the Polarian Anchored Keylon fragment clusters that accrete through the
Polarian Cohesion

accrete through the Polarian Cohesion Wave into the corresponding Polarian Gate Shield via
the

into the corresponding Polarian Gate Shield via the Polarian Buffer. (Day-7) Host

Shield via the Polarian Buffer. (Day-7) Host Intervention Dynamics Day-5 through

Po/arian Buffer, Polarian Cohesion Wave and Polarian Anchor, splitting Starburst Time-wave
Base

Cohesion Wave and Polarian Anchor, splitting Starburst Time-wave Base Rhythm into the
Ascent-

integrity via the Polarian Anchor during the Day-13 Starburst Point, for generation of

Shield Keylon fragment Polarian Buffer/ Polarian Anchor complete in preparation for Red
Pulse Sequence

fragment Polarian Buffer/ Polarian Anchor complete in preparation for Red Pulse Sequence
Initiation. Ram

Shields of corresponding Polarlan, Arc, Trinity and Q-Site Gate systems progressively merge
and

Network, forming the POLARIAN BUFFER field througn which viable Keylon units from the
dismantling

forming a second POLARIAN COHESION WAVE that draws Into Co-resonant. Axis Alignment
with

Alignment with the Polarian Buffer field and corresponding Polarian Matrix Gate Shield
Template Krist

field and corresponding Polarian Matrix Gate Shield Template Krist Encryptiort C. · Keylona
fragments

fragments drawn into Polarian Cohesion Wave alignment draw into the Polarian Buffer and
organize

draw into the Polarian Buffer and organize following the Rama COde Krist Encryption in

Encryption in the Polarian Gate Shield, achieving the POLARIAN ANCHOR, which will allow
fragments

Shield, achieving the POLARIAN ANCHOR, which will allow fragments to reassemble Kristiac
structural integrity

13 Starburst Point. Polarian Buffer, Cohesion Wave and Anchor, and Flame Runner Rama
Code

.\he Ascending Polarian Host Wave and the Descending Red Pulse Compaction Wave. D.

Page:  7



reverse-spin, reverse polarity "ruptured light unit" called a Cal-Or~- (occurs

reverse spin and polarity, broadcasting a reversed D-1 sub-harmonic pulse called a
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1 violet bi-polar replica of original form. "Night of the Two Moons"

into the bi-polar Dimensional .Etheric body replicas. "lnfrasound Rumble" of ULF

Etheric Capsule: Bi-polar Dimensional Etheric Body Replicas Re-merge via the D-13
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amplifies the Planetary Polarian Anchor, as the Etheric Red Pulse Sequence Etheric Body
Infusions

Time-Wave, activating Polarian "E-Wave", ~A-Wave, and Etheric and Atomic

Etheric and Atomic Polarlan Anchor Host-Buffer"" for Ascensing Time-wave, salvaging
remaining viable

· reversed spin/polarity Etheric-Atomic Silica-Gel Crystal formation. Completion of Atomic
Body
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Wave begins. Ascending Polarian "E·Wave", Dimensional Etheric Krist Re·Encryption

and Dimensional Etheric Polarian Anchor Activate: Previously encoded Krist Re-
encryption·releases into

the Etheric "Polarlan E- Wave", aligning spin axis of any remaining viable Dimensional

Flame Encryption in Polarian Gate Shield, allowing viable Dimensional Etheric units to achieve
the

the "Etheric Polarian Anchor", their spin-(lxis phase-locking into the Krist- .

of the Dimensional Polarian Gate Shield. Dimensional Polarian Gate Shield corresponding to
the Veca

Gate Shield. Dimensional Polarian Gate Shield corresponding to the Veca Pillar number
"anchors

to prevent their polarity reversal at Dimensional Etheric Crystal Compaction Wave completion.
Day~12-

D. Dimensional Etheric Polarity Reversal, Compacted Etheric Silica-Gel Crystals, Spin
Acceleration & Descending

Etheric Units complete Polarian "E· Wave"and Polarian Anchor: Dimensional Gaseous Etheric

· Wave"and Polarian Anchor: Dimensional Gaseous Etheric body aspects on Desce~ding
Time-

become reveri;ed-polarity Dimensional Elheric Silica-<Jel Crystal Capsules with a reversed-
polarity

with a reversed-polarity liquid-aystal "skin" and reversed-polarity "solid crystal"

skin" and reversed-polarity "solid crystal" core. Descenaing Dimensional Etheric Body
reversed-polarity



Etheric Body reversed-polarity Dimensional Etheric Silica-Gel Crystal Capsules accelerate spin
and begin

Time-wave complete Polarian-E-Wave and.flllfill Polarian Anchor on Dimension
corresponding to

Wave and.flllfill Polarian Anchor on Dimension corresponding to Veca Pillar Number, with
spin-

held by the Polarian Anchor of the corresponding Polarian Gate Shield. Ascending
Dimensional Gaseous

of the corresponding Polarian Gate Shield. Ascending Dimensional Gaseous Etheric Body
aspects do NOT

to become reversed-polarity Compacted Dim.ensional Etheric "Silica-Gel Crystal Capsules"
and

natural spin axis/polarity Gaseous Therrnoplasmic Dimensional Elheric Units embedded,
following the "Rama

within the corresponding Polarian Gate Shield. Day-12-End (*Tuesday February 1, 2005)

Elheric Body reversed-polarity Silica-Gel Crystals complete Compaction Phase and enter
Implosion Phase.

lock into reversed-polarity M.elatronfc Sextant Shield Encryption alignment Day-13
(*Wednesday

Split, Ascending Atomic Polarian "A-Wave," Dimensional Atomic Krist Re· encryption and

and Dimensional Atomic Polarian Anchor Activate:: on Ascending Time-Wave, Krist Re-
encryption releases

the Etherlc "Polarian A· Wave", aligning spin axis of any remaining viable

in the corresponding Polarian Gate Shield, allowing viable Dimensional Atomic units to
achieve the

the "Atomic Polarian Anchor", their spin-axis phase-locking into the Krist-code

of the Dimensional Polarian Gate Shield. The Dimensional Polarian Gate Shield corresponding
to the

Shield. The Dimensional Polarian Gate Shield corresponding to the Veca Pillar number
"anchors

to preverit their polarity reversal al Dimensional Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave completion.
Oay-13

wave Dimensional Atomic Polarity Reversal, Dimensional Atomic Silica-Gel MagmaBlood
Crystals, Dimensiona/Atomic·

gel-like, reversed-polarity Earth Magma and Blood Crysta!s that oscillate between liqUid,

like states). Reversed-polarity Dimensional Atomic Silica-Gel Crystals accelerate spin and
begin Compaction

Ethenc Body reversed-polarity Dimensional Elheric Silica-Gel Crystals begin to slow spin,
grow

natural spin axis/polarity Dimensional Atomic Units embedded, following the "Rama Code"
Krist

within the corresponding Polarian Gate · Shield . .Day-13-End (*Wednesday
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permanently CAP Budhara Polarian Infiltration Network Surface-level Trans-~cka wormhole
system that is

Rama Passage and Polarian Matrix Gates between 9PM and Midnight Wednesday Evening
February 2,

Center Flame Reverses polarity and spin and enters Dimensional Moda/Adhura Compaction
and Dimensional

Harmonic Flames reverse polarity, tilt and break away from !he Veca Monad Center

Atomic Body reversed-polarity Atomic Silica-Gel Crystals (Earth Magma Crystals, biological
Blood

Veca Pillar reverse polarity, tilt, break away from the Veca Monad Center Flame and

Releases forming Ascending Polarian Wave and Descending Sextant Wave Opposing
Planetary Time Waves and
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units bearing the Polarian.Anchor, causing "Kristiac" Dimensional Etheric units to rapidly draw

the opposing-tilt, polarity reversed Descending Etheric units. The two opposing aspects of
the

Waves, the Ascen9ing Polarian Wave and Descending Sextant Wave. Kristed Etheric
Dimensional Units are

the corresponding Etheric Polarian Gate Shield on the Dimensional PCM CCW Polarian Wave "

Dimensional PCM CCW Polarian Wave "Time Wave of Ascension". Remaining viable Etheric
Dimensional

riding upon the Polarian Wave are dra~Yn through the Dimensional Etheric Polarian Gate

the Dimensional Etheric Polarian Gate Shield, which re-sets the Etheric Units into Kristiac

The remaining reverse-polarity PCM CW·R spin Descending Etheric Dimensional units spin

CCW-spin Ascending Polarian Wave units, forming a reverse-spin Descending Sextant Time-
Wave,

chaotically organized reversed-polarity Compacted Etheric Crystal Cluster Descending Sextant
Dimensional Shield and Crystal

Atomic body reversed-polarity CW-R Atomic Silica-Gel Magma and Blood crystals begin

of both Ascending Polarian and Descending Sextant aspects of the Planetary Dimensional
Crystal Body

above, the Ascending Polarian Wave Bond expediting Polarian Anchor Host-Buffer link within
the

Wave Bond expediting Polarian Anchor Host-Buffer link within the Veca Pillar Shield,
Dimensional

Separation. Both Ascending Polarian Wave and Descending Sextant Wave Dimensional
Crystal Bodies from the

spin direction and polarity. As each Veca Pillar Starburst Cycle completes, each dir7Jensional
aspect



into the Ascending Polarian Wave and Descending Sextant Wave Base Pulse Rhythm. As each

between the Ascending Polarian and Descending Sextant Opposing Planetary Time Waves
occurs when the

time the Ascending Polarian Wave and its contents engage a 2013 Acceleration Point in
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3) and "Polarian Matrix (Gaian-Orion)" Gate Interface systems, and most particularly
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em of the Polarian Matrix gate interface system; a network that can only be
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Krist Re-encryption Polarian Gate link carried by global Flame RunnelS. The DNA Templates

buffer of the Polarian Matrix Interface Gates for harmonious anchoring of the Rama Passage
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rebirth within corresponding Polarian Anchored . dimensional Keylon fragments, which allows
the dimensional Keylon

suspended within the Polarian Bufferto re· accrete following the organization of the Krist
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sequences" into the Polarian Anchored aspects of the Planetary Indigo Shield; the Indigo
Shield

to engage the Polarian Buffer, Anchor and Ascending Host Time-Wave: Polarian Anchored
aspects

Host Time-Wave: Polarian Anchored aspects of the Angleic Human Tribal Shield then step-

Atomic Shields, extending Polarfan Host potential into remaining viable aspects of the plant,
animal,

to the Planetary Polarian Buffer, Anchor and Host. For this reason the Rama Key
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such as the Polarian Matrix-Rama Passage Host. When Kristiac Host Intervention Strategies
are
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thus enabling the Polarian Anchor), the D-13 Ram a Passage Security Seal Ram

13 Cycle. The Polarian Matrix. Rama Passage Doorway, the Subterranean Temple of Rama
and

encryption of the Polarian Matrix and Rama Passage Gate interface systems that were seeded

alignment of the Polarian and Rama Gate systems to "slide out of alignment"
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(Gian-Orion) Polarian Matrix and Rama Passage Interface Gate systems of Earth were

conquest became the Polarian Gate system, part of which had already fallen to infiltration

connections of the Polarian Matrix gates became compromised by a set of what are

Lens Caps", the Polarian Gate interface systems of Earth 5.5MYA were more vulnerable to

of the Universal Polarian Matrix Gate Interface system in your Vee a, and thus

Extension of the Polarian Matrix, led to a compromise of Earth"s Polarian Matrix Gates

compromise of Earth"s Polarian Matrix Gates by a race known as the Shan-Tar-

creation of the Polarian Matrix Interface Gates Earth- extension just prior to the Electric
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7 Jha-Yan-Polaris, D-8 Orion-Mintaka, D-9 Mirach-Andromeda Denisty-3

Andromeda Denisty-3 Polarian Matrix Universal Stargate links, and was intended to enable
Earth
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Gates of the Polarian Matrix to initiate the Andromeda Sho·Sho-Na-TA

to the Andromedean Polarian Gates, so that Density-3 access between your Veca and

direct Density-3 Polarian Gate links
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the Densisty-3 Polarian Gates were closed, and alone they did not possess sufficient

the Andromeda-9 Polarian Gates, and their Budharawonnhole connections,-open. The
Governing Metatronic Collective

the Andromeda-9 Polarian Matrix Gates were successfully closed, the quarantine of the Sho-

· know as 11Polaris", your "North Star", and the planetary sysiem you know

Gate of the Polarian Matrix that had not been compromised during the Andromeda and

The Jha-Yan Polarian Gate-7 had been shut down when the Density-3

Ya"s D-7 Polarian Matrix Gate-7. As Polarian Matrix Gate~?was opened and

Gate-7. As Polarian Matrix Gate~?was opened and the Mintaka lirik brought "
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spectra of the.Polarian Matrix Gates, in attempt to hold the Jha-Yan Shield

8 "Capped" Polarian Matrix Interface Gates. Once the Density-4 Polarian Matrix Gates

the Density-4 Polarian Matrix Gates were reopened, they were then Phase-blended with

which gave the Polariari Matrix the power of both your Ecka and ours with

Rama Passage and Polarian Matrix prevented full reversal of the Jha-Yan Shield and

the Kristiac Rama-Polarian Gate thrust and the opposing Metatronic-Budhara Gate thrust, the

direct spin and polarity opposition. At the time of the split.of the Jha-



line" with the Polarian Matrix Interface Gate system, and as the D-7 Jha-

rapidly through the Polarian Matrix Gate Interface System, splitting upward the D-8 .

downward through ihe Polarian Matrix, splitting the Shields of the D-7 Arcturian Gate,

blended Rama Passage-Polarian Matrix frequency infusions was able to use these frequencies
to

splitting of the Polarian Matrix Gate Shields w.as progressively extending upward through the
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closure of the Polarian Matrix Gate-9 Andromeda links, an effort that literally saved

closure of the Polarian Matrix Andromeda-9 ·links enfolded within the Polarian Matrix

enfolded within the Polarian Matrix that was literally in the process of having its

of the Andromeda Polarian Matrix Gate-91inks was an issue of immediate action, there

closer to the Polarian Gate-91inks could not be reached due to the presence

order for the Polarian Matrix Gate-9 Andromeda links to be closed, rio one

the shield"splitting Polarian Matrix gates, in hope of assisting the ongoing RAshael Azurite

Page:  29

split of the Polari~m Matrix Gate Shields was also thus expedited. With the

Shield and the Polarian Matrix Gate Shields, the Gate Shields of all Universal Star

line" with their Polarian Matrix Gate links also underwent.a simultaneous Shield split as

Jha-Yan Shield, Polarian Matrix Gates and Universal Star Gates in your Veca that

wormholes within the Polarian Matrix Gate-91inks, the Metatronic races "slammed
their.Andromeda-
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aspect of the Polarian Matrix Gate-? Jha-Yan Shield that remained under their temporary

the captured OrionMintaka Polarian Matrix Gate-Blinks to override Sha-Na-TA coding of

7 Jha-Yan Polarian Matrix Gate Shields. Installment of the Density-3 Metatronic Monadic

portions of the Polarian Matrix Interface Gates and corresponding Universal Star Gate systems
that

portion of the Polarian Matrix Gate Interface and corresponding reversed portions of your
Universal

Jha-Yan Shield, Polarian Matrix and Veca Shield,( under the distorted encryption of the
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they installed the Polarian Matrix and Rama Passage Interface Gate Networks within Earth"s
Shields
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extensions of the Polarian Matrix and Ram a Passage Interface Gate systems. Even today,

of the Planetary Polarian Host Starburst Intervention Mission. This action is referred to as
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of Planetary Ascension: Polarian Hosted Planetary Alignment with Ecka-Veca Ascension
Preparation for Ecka-

Time-waves via Polarian Matrix Gate System. During Veca Pillar-13 "Day-13

the original Kristiac Polarian-Gaian-Orion "Code of the Kethers", also known as

Page:  34

(via the Polarian Matrix Host), one dimension at a time, to form a

annihilate, the reverse-polarity/spin Keylon fragments then reassembling upon the
AntiKristiac Metatronic Code

Leap As the Polarian Hosted New Dimensional Crystal Body is born, the critically-damaged

the "Ascending Polarian" and "Descending Metatronic" Dimensional Crystal Bodies enter Co- .

Ascending Wave New Polarian Dimensional Crystal Body will continue its "upward" CCW
swing

from the Ascending Polarian Dimensional Crystal Body. Veca Pillars 1-9 will engage their

the Rama Passage Polarian Host Zone, arriving at its "Ecka Zero Point" alignment

Objective of the Polarian Hosted Starburst Response Mission. Processes of Ecka~Veca
Ascension: Starburst

and Rebirth, the Polarian Host and Mass Evac Waves As the processes inherent to
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merged through the Polarian Matrix Interface Gate Shields, will collectively be able to hold

to receive this Polarian Matrix buffer), will be at least partly buffered by the

buffered by the Polarian Gate EM fields from the full thrust of Dimensional Starburst

buffered by the Polarian Matrix fields, will be able to phase-lock into axis-

alignment with the Polarian Shields and receive Re-encryption ofthe Base-12-subharmonic
Krist

Realignment Mission), the Polarian Gate Shields will hold the spin-axis of R.e-

Veca Monad, preventing polarity/spin reversal of the shield units during the Red Pulse

Sequence .. The Polarian Gate Shield spin-axis alignment is called the "Polarian

called the "Polarian Anchor", which must be established prior to the dimensional-shield-

dimensional-shield-unit polarity/spin reversal that follows the Red Pulse-Atomic Crystal
Compaction

.. Achieving the Polarian Anchor before the dimensional Red Pulse-Crystal Compaction Wave
period,

including those with Polarian Anchor, WILL receive the RedPulse, ahd ALL WILL undergo
Dimensional



shield carrying the Polarian Anchor. Just after a dimensional Starburst Point occurs, ALL units

encryption and achieved Polarian Shield spinaxis alignment (before the Red Pulse Atomic
Crystai.

to achieve the Polarian Anchor) and the Polarian Anchor will allow the suspended new

Anchor) and the Polarian Anchor will allow the suspended new Krist Encrypted Atomic units

align with the Polarian Anchor" to continue a natural PCM CCW axis-rotation progression,

secured by the Polarian Matrix. The processes of "Krist Re- 2>5.
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Encryption" and "Polarian Anchor" allow the UNUSUAL Kristiac potentiality for the Krist Re-

Crystal Compaction Wave polarity reversai .... FROM THE LOWEST DIMENSIONS UPWARD TO
THE HIGHEST.

Krist re-.encryption/Polarian Anchor process wi/1 give only a "ray of

encryption via the Polarian Shields and this will allow them to retain their non-

salvaged" by the Polarian Gate buffer, which will serve as a frequency beacon to

Krist Re-encryption/Polarian Anchor "Starburst Mission" will allow viable and non-viable

encryption of the Polarian Gate Shields, until the 010-11-12 DN-4 aspects
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to the corresponding Polarian Gate Shield, which means they will be unable to prevent

shield/crystal body polarity reversal for that dimension. Such regions will be unable to

21-24, 2004 Polarian Reunion, related events and opening of the D-1 Polarian

the D-1 Polarian Gate passage. Many of the souls who chose this "

Dec. 26, 2004 Polarian Mass Evac Wave is only-the -tst in a
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to use the Polarian and Trinity Gates, which they co.uld not have accessed

Dec. -opening Polarian Gate-1 passage. The Host Outs are now, as a
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rebirth within corresponding Polarian Anchored dimensional Keylon fragments, which allows
the dimensional Keylon fragments

suspended within the Polarian Buffer to re· accrete following the organization of the

Krist Re-encrypted Polarian Gate Shield Ram a Code, forming a new, distortion·

es_" into the Polarian Anchored aspects of the Planetary Indigo Shield; the Indigo Shield

Host Time-Wave. Polarian Anchored aspects of the Angleic Human Tribal Shield then step-
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Atomic Shields, extending Polarian Host potential into remaining viable aspects of the plant,
animal,

to the Planetary Polarian Buffer, Anchor and Host. For this reason the Ram a

Page:  55

rebirth within corresponding Polarian Anchored dimensional Keylon fragments, which allows
the dimensional Keylon fragments

suspended within the Polarian Buffer to re· · accrete following the organization of

Krist Re-encrypted Polarlan Gaie Shield Ram a Code, forming a new, distortionfree Veca

Page:  56

sequences• into the Polarlan Anchored aspec!s of the Planetary Indigo Shield; the Indigo

to engage the Polarian Buffer, Anchor and Ascending Host Time-Wave. Polarian Anchored a

Host Time-Wave. Polarian Anchored a·spects of the Angefic Human Tribal Shield

Atomic.Shields,. extending, Polarian Host potential into remaining viable aspects of tne plan~
animal,
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Eiheric. Ecka Monad Polarity and R~u..Sha Vortex alignment Code A.ctivator Key
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Sha Memory Crystal Polarian Matrix Buffer Field. Part·1 of the Kethradon Awakening
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permanently CAP Budhara Polarian lnfiHration Network Surface-level Trans-Ecka wormhole
system that is

Rama Passage and Polarian Mabix Gates between 9PM and Midnight Wednesday Evening
February 2,
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Interface Kethra Flames- Polarised Ad-Don-draea 360. Ethradon Cell on each Density and

Ethra Flames De-polarised Ad-Don-draea 360. Letradon Cell surrounds Density and
Dimensional
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Bodies fully into Polarised Manifestation. The Spark Generation Cycle begins within the PCM
LotE
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can run Bi-polar 180-Charge Currents, one or the other at any given

of the Bi-polar 360-Ad-Don-draea Flame Currents. [ 2- Tii-E-"

Peak (Tri-polar 360 DC -Intra Hetharo-Morocco 05.04) Follows later ...
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the Chakra Seals, polarises the Reu-Sha-TA Spiral to open the Breathing Tube
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5 Personal Chakra Polarity Restoration: Reu-Sha-TA Vortice Code Activation (For Personal-
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Etheric Ecka Monad Polarity and Reu-Sha Vortex alignment Code Activator Key of the
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rebirth within corresponding Polarian Anchored dimensional Keylon fragments, which allows
the dimensional Keylon fragments

suspended within the Polarian Buffer to re· accrete following the organization of the

Krist Re-encrypted Polarian Gate Shield Rama Code, forming a new, distortionfree Veca Pillar
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sequences" into the Polarian Anchored aspects of the Planetary Indigo Shield; the Indigo
Shield



to engage the Polarian Buffer, Anchor and Ascending Host Time-Wave. Polarian Anchored
aspects

Host Time-Wave. Polarian Anchored aspects of the Angelic Human Tribal Shield then step-

Atomic Shields, extending Polarian Host potential into remaining viable aspects of the plant,
animal,

to the Planetary Polarian Buffer, Anchor and Host. For this reason the Rama Key
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Sha Memory Crystal Polarian Matrix Buffer Field. Part-1 of the Kethradon Awakening is
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to restore natural polarity balances and Chakra Axiom Template Encryptions to allow for
restoration

re-balance its polarity orientation, and thus shift back into its organic alignment with

Rama Temple Hub Polarian Host Shield. Once completed by a Facilitator (and amplified
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allowing for a Polarian Host link, and setting in motion an automatic restoration cycle
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around 11. Progressive depolarization or the 5 Hova Bodies and their Radial Bodies allow
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Radial Body. Progressive depolarizabon of the 5 Hova Bodies and their Radial Bodies allow

activate to dissolve polarity of Density-1 Radial and Hova Bodies, forming the Eiros

activate to dissolve polarity of Density-2 Radial and Hova Bodies, forming the Dora

activate to dissolve polarity of Density-3 Radial and Hova Bodies, forming the Teura

activate to dissolve polarity of Density-4 (Avatar) Radial and Hove Bodies, forming

activate to dissolve polarity of Density-5 (Rishi) Rad1al and Hova Bodies, formmg

you still have polarity, but Within the unity of the whole. Tri-Veca Codes
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code of the Polaric level Placement on the body is at chakra 2, just
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apart separately In polarization (there are 121evels of focus). There"s a technical skill
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they no longer polarize Once anchored In the Ecka Base Shield, the 24 Reuche
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y when two polarity fields separate If you work with these codes, you11 be
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craate separation and polarization instead of allowing energy to flow harmoniously. Miasms
are In
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occurs through De-polarization of Density Radial Body Levels & merger of corresponding
levels
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pick up the Polarian Host for a successful Starburst. Monday evening on an Agadir
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connect into the Polarian Host. A successful Starburst now requires yet again another level
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connect into the Polarian Host and into the Rama passage. Once the Ethradon seals

linked to the Polarian system that we"ll be working with during future Azurite trips

link to the Polarian host. Sunday May 29th: Starburst Pillar One -Day 3
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to catch the Polarian wave for any of it coming out. So it"s the
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patterns of bi-polar electromagnetic energy radiation, which form specific patterns of scalar
frequency
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fields of bi-polar conscious light are the 3 Primal Light Creation Currents of

is not in polarity conflict and drama-the ones that teach freely ascension teachings

is called the Polaric Level of the Energy Matrix and represents the second to

Energy Matrix, the Polaric Tonal Field becomes the second of 3 Primal Light Fields,
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Field is the polarized translation of the Eckatic Sound Field, which contains the combined

Grids of the Polaric and Triadic Sound Fields. Because the Eckatic Sound Field and

both the Gold/Polaric and Amethyst/Triadic Sound/Light Fields emerge, the Emerald Order
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internal Fission and polarization, replicate and break apart into sets of two, fixed Particum

wave in a polarized pair expands via fission into accelerated movement, it creates oscillation
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magnetic fields reverse polarity and the planet enters pole shift during a Stellar Activation
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Immanuyana (Triadic-PolaricEckatic Codes); and the God-Seed Yunasai Codes of Eckasha (
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probability when two polarity fields separate. If you work with these codes, you"ll set
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reverse the energy polarity of the lower wave signature. Learn to immediately counter
negative

Page:  26



help reverse the polarity of negative or harmful programming grids. Music of the Spheres
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down. So the Polaric Level would have an expression of each ManU, ManA and

replicate themselves and polarize their replica to make a smaller set, to break down

Creation is. One polarizes itself; breaks itself into two and then each one of

step down through polarization. Polarization isn"t a bad thing unless it is done to

that keeps each polarity in balance. This system was originally created on a balanced

balanced template of polarity. This system allowed for movement. It allowed for the
holograms
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There are specific polarity bodies associated with them. When we talk about Beast
technologies,

Page:  10

26,000 years. Between Polaris, which is Gaia, and Vega, Lyra. Interesting. It"s because of

Page:  28

specific type of polarity, negative or positive polarity, electrical polarity, and because of the

negative or positive polarity, electrical polarity, and because of the particular placement that
they

positive polarity, electrical polarity, and because of the particular placement that they
encounter each
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phasing, where they polarize, split, and then are attracted back together again, and when

It changes the polarity relationships between the core subunits that quarks are made out
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serves as the polarizing lens through which manifestation takes place and the external
hologram
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or harmonics are polarized turnstiles. These contain dual probabilities, and represent points
of either
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& Activating the Polarian Shield, Council Letter Dec. 2004 Indigo India and the Kethradon
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The Arc Gates, Polarian gates and especially the Ashalum Shield (will provide a
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sides of any polarity drama, but gets engaged and dragged around by neither. This
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principle of phasing: polarization and reunion, or fission and fusion. The partiki, the original

consciousness, is omni-polar: it has within itself the potential for all polarity or

potential for all polarity or none. When it does what is called phasing, it

Page:  3

manifests as two polarized 180 degree units (particum and partika). Partiki 2 takes

partika. As these polarized units fuse back together to re-form partiki 1, partiki

When the 2 polarized units fuse and return to being partiki 1, the energy

manifest" state as polarized units, and an "off" or "non-manifest" state

Page:  4

flow between the polarized manifestation or creation "on" state and the depolarized at-

state and the depolarized at-One-ment "off" state. The Transduction Sequence, which

unity that holds polarity within itself. There is the tension of opposites, but these
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and create the polarized outer 8 points. We"ll look at this pattern in more
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are the "polarized translations" of the Sound Fields. So, the Eckatic Sound Field

Field becomes the polarized 013 particum and 013 partika; the Polaric Sound Field becomes

013 partika; the Polaric Sound Field becomes the 014 particum and 014 partika; and

to look at polarization this way, as it looks like we are talking about

partiki-based field polarizing into 2 more partiki-based fields. What makes this possible
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of reversal of polarity that causes buildup of reverse-charge units in each of
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with Light. These polarized units do not manifest exactly simultaneously: The particum comes



out
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consciousness reverses the polarity of the apparthi and blocks the flow. This process is

reality. If enough reversepolarity apparthi are present in a Shield, the flow of Primal

depends on proper polarities. The repelling of Primal Life Force Currents causes the vertical

a reversal of polarity and all of the expended energy is drawn back inwards
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Monad spin and polarity as opposite deflection fields from the 013 Monad. Because the

Page:  23

have the opposite polarity: our Ecka"s flame is the Le-etorA male flame, while

male flame. The polarity nature of the different levels of Creation is dependent to
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of consciousness. This polarizes into two flames with 180° of charge each, the EyanA

highest level.) The polarized flames re-join at a lower level to form another

those quadrant flames polarizes to form 2 flames of 45° charge each: these are

flames), and those polarize to form the 11 2/3 particum Shaddum Sha-LA-
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different degrees of polarization of charge (TriVeca and Bi-Veca), that all create
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BC the star Polaris (Gaia) was attacked, causing damage to our grids and
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dog-shaped fields depolarized, which allowed the central fields of their Radial Bodies of
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2 types of polarized Reuche Pillars that arc towards each other. (b) What

What causes this polarization? • (a) Reuche Pillars of opposite charge, i.e.

the frequencies for polarizing the Pillars. 3. (a) Besides polarity, name 3 other

(a) Besides polarity, name 3 other attributes of Reuche Pillars that create arcing.
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the Kristiac gender polarity flow) of both discs. 2
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with frequency that polarizes the Pillars into magnetic and electrical pillars that arc towards

Page:  63

of Kristiac gender polarity flow, and it applies to • correcting the male vs.

Page:  64

the Pillars to polarize, with electrical pillars and magnetic pillars (those of opposite

each other. Besides polarity, other attributes such as size, angular relationship and proximity
of

the flame that polarizes the Reuche Pillars is the __ . (a) Eiros

b) There was polarity reversal of the Monad. (c) The Heliotalic energies were

d) There was polarity reversal ofthe Density-2 Merkaba. 5
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The frequencies de-polarize, allowing the repulsion zone around the separated Density Levels
to



Levels to de-polarize, allowing Densities to combine. 9. (a) How many cells

activate and de-polarize in the process of merger with the Radial Body capsule

Density. Progressive de-polarization of the 5 Hova Bodies and Radial Bodies allows a
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correct Kristiac gender polarity flow to Monadic and Density-2 Merkabic function, what is
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(a) the depolarized D-5 and D-7 Eiros field (b) the
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Omni-Love and Polarity: Does Source Have a Preference?
............................................................. 16 Self Love ......
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as Tough Love, Polarity, the VictimVictimizer game, Martyrdom and Suffering. It is also
important

the nature of polarity. There is a real sense in which one could say

to deny either polarity actually gives it a disproportionate degree of power in our

to which this polarity has gone in this particular neck of the Cosmic woods

spiral of extreme polarity started with the failure to acknowledge the absolute self-
responsibility

Page:  9

the 2 smaller, polarized Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine ManA and EirA God-Force

consciousness, called the Polarity Shields .... Through the Sacred KRIST CODE "mathematical
geometrical"
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Omni-Love and Polarity: Does Source Have a Preference? MM: Disk 1: 1h 36m

and the positive polarity, in electrical charge. It becomes electromagnetism. It IS the identity

These are the polarities that exist within Source because it is necessary to have

necessary to have polarity if you desire to experience the hologram of projection. So

Page:  17

you are in polarity. However, Source can do this because is simultaneously in polarity,

is simultaneously in polarity, manifesting AS polarity, and manifesting as wholeness, co-
existent. Polarity

polarity, manifesting AS polarity, and manifesting as wholeness, co-existent. Polarity exists
within the

wholeness, co-existent. Polarity exists within the wholeness. If we follow the thought pattern



is to transcend polarity consciousness which is making ju}lgments about things: "Oh,

the hologram of polarity! In order to create an experience for itself in which

the framework for polarity was created: the Cosmic Matrix which was called the Energy

order to create polarity of those units ... . Now, the original intention of

in creating a polarized universe was to be able to fulfil the experience of

you"re in a polarized body), you will, until you bring it to the next

acknowledged that both polarities are important, both are equally loved, equally valued,
equally intentionally
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you are in polarization, you as a part of Source, as part of the

you are in polarization, the realities of polarity will literally be manifest in your

the realities of polarity will literally be manifest in your consciousness and in your

through you, both polarities. And when they run through you, when you don"t assign

come together, the polarities, particle and anti-particle that compose those thought-forms,
come

progressively transmute the polarities so you expand back into Source. There is a distinction

and consciousness in polarity, both are valid, they are fine, but while you are

you are in polarity one will feel more expansive and one will feel more

itself being in polarity, simultaneously being in wholeness. It doesn"t fear for its ability

getting caught in polarity consciousness means dividing things up into "good" versus "

are beloved, both polarities are beloved and part of the Sel0. However, Source is
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field where both polarities could exist so that experience could be known. We are

beings, even in polarity, if their templates are intact with dimensional structure so they
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ness" of opposite polarities in hope of "transcending polarity" is not only utterly

of "transcending polarity" is not only utterly futile, as it casts one fully

into a fully polarized singular-polarity extreme, it is also one of the greatest

fully polarized singular-polarity extreme, it is also one of the greatest demonstrations of

fearlessness openly acknowledge polarity as an organic condition of manifest energy, observe
the reality
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play the other polarity. They are going to go get them and they turn

a game of polarity. It is a game of distortion that is encoded in
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from?" Extremes in polarity: okay. They wanted to fix it. They wanted to, first

all, analyze extreme polarity once they had identified competition between polarity extremes
as the

identified competition between polarity extremes as the cause of the twisted thinking that
leads
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experiment in extreme polarities. First of all, they wanted to find out the ins

They created this Polarity Experiment... They first devised the Victim-Victimizer program. The
MCEO
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is not in polarity. D-12 is where polarity stops and what you call

12 is where polarity stops and what you call Unity Consciousness starts. And it
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look at both polarities of negative and positive and still find genuine love, but
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moment holds. Transcend polarity thinking and seek the gift. What can I learn from
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we are in polarity, joy and sorrow can be very extreme. You can feel
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of extreme in polarity. · ROR: Disk 3 We"re neutral. We just made a
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and goes into polarity and now it has two but it"s linked by a
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the Radial Body depolarized, and they turn into the Emerald Flame of Amoraea. Remember
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became fragmented and polarized into the words "Kryst" (later to become the
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between alignment with Polaris and Vega, which occurs due to the unnaturally forced
synchronization
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from?" Extremes in polarity: okay. They wanted to fix it. They wanted to, first

all, analyze extreme polarity once they had identified competition between polarity extremes
as the

identified competition between polarity extremes as the cause of the twisted thinking that
leads

Page:  2

experiment in extreme polarities. First of all, they wanted to find out the ins

They created this Polarity Experiment ... They first devised the Victim-Victimizer program
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of thrust-force, polarity and tension between Partiki /PartikA/Particum Unit Sets required
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to become two polarized energies, magnetic and electrical. These polarized energies remain
connected to

and electrical. These polarized energies remain connected to the original unified energy out
of
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occurring As the polarized units rejoin and recreate the original unified unit of energy,

splits into two polarized seed flames the EyanA ETORA Seed Flame and the AdonA

of which the polarized seed atoms of our Ecka and Parallel Ecka emerge. The

Flames the 45 tripolar charge Le-e-TOR-A Ecka Seed Flame; and the

and the 45 tripolar charge Le-AdOR-A Parallel Ecka Seed Flame. While it

flames are both polarized and tripolar, this is because of both different perspectives and

both polarized and tripolar, this is because of both different perspectives and the flames

perspective may look polarized from a higher level perspective. For example, from the
perspective

the Ecka looks polarized, and our Ecka has a male or electrical seed flame

into 45 charge bipolar flames of the Veca fields In essence, the energies that

the Veca are polarized energies, and must connect to the Ecka to access tripolar

Ecka to access tripolar or unified energies The Veca flames are called Sha-LA-

unifying those smaller polarized energies to re-form the next level up, all the
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TOR-A: 45 tripolar charge flame of the Ecka-Veca Le-AdOR-A: 45

AdOR-A: 45 tripolar charge flame of the parallel Ecka-Veca Sha-LA-a:

LA-a: 45 bipolar charge flame of the Veca Shaddum and Shaddi: 11% -

Sha-LA-a polarized flames of the Veca, also called Sha-la light. The

system. Anti-Kristiac polarized light is created by cutting polarized sparks off from the



created by cutting polarized sparks off from the tripolar unified charge from which they

off from the tripolar unified charge from which they origin ally emerged via Partiki

and true ascension. Tripolar flames: have +ve/-ve/0 (positive/negative/neutral)

negative/neutral) charge Bipolar flames: have +ve or -ve charge 45" aKis
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are in reverse polarity and particle spin to each other, therefore invisible to each

Page:  8

energy pillars, and polarize into the outer 8 pillars, with the 3 forming the

it has a polarity) , it causes the Reuche Pillars to also spin. (
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the Krist Code, polarizing and Ecl<a12 North Axis Creation of the 24-Petal
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its center. This polarizes to form the Shaddi 33 % +ve and Shaddum

center point, and polarizes to create the Veca 12 Reuche Pillar Set, exactly as
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r:N; P=Polaric E=Eclalic PCM LotE" Temptate (...) • .•... II pcm
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Vortices activate and polarize the 24 LotE Lines, creating internal and external 24 LotE

Page:  20

is of opposite polarity and spins clockwise, and it causes a counter-clockwise spin

the spindles to polarize and split, forming sets of 24 spindles along the Staff
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As these complex, polarized, spinning flows of Spark-Pulse Currents hit each other, they

Page:  23

shield. The Nodes polarize the spindle currents, and transmit them both upwards and
downwards

Density shields. This polarization process creates 24 LatE Lines. The small diagrams to the
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the Reuche), further polarizing the LotE Lines. One set of LotE Lines is drawn

shields. The electrically polarized LotE Lines interact with the shield Nodes and project
downward
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of LotE Lines polarized by the spinning of the Reuche Vortices are projected outwards,

by which the polarized energies of the Veca can be reconnected to their Original

Page:  30

TOR-A: 45 tripolar charge flame of the Ecka-Veca Le-AdOR-A: 45

AdOR-A: 45 tripolar charge flame of the parallel Ecka-Veca Sha-LA-a:

LA-a: 45 bipolar charge flame of the Veca Shaddum and Shaddi: 11% -

Sha-LA-a polarized flames of the Veca, also called Sha-la light. The

point: Sha-la: polarized Le-AdOR-A Etheric, Ethos 33% +ve and Eiros

LA-a: 45 Bipolar Etheric-Atomic blended current: Parallel Ecka Le-AdOR-A 33%

TOR-A: 45 Tripolar Ecka Atomic The LotE lines run Sha-LA-a 45

LA-a 45 bipolar current, which is a blended current, both Etheric and Atomic.

in, and then polarize the Sha-LA-a replicate lines. These replicate energies go

LA-a currents polarize into an Eiros 11% -ve CCW and an Ethos

in the associated polarity direction with their shields. The Axi-A-Tonal lines spin

Loti, due to polarity reversals in those points. (The electrical energies require a
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ri-Veca (tripolar) light energies These are discussed in more detail in Kathara-

Page:  32

familiar process of polarization created by the Reuche Vortices. As the density shields with

Meridian lines to polarize and split into two sets. One set of each form

45 +/-10 tripolar current of the Lotosphere. This is a standing wave Still

to reform the tripolar 45 charge. These are only the first of the Etheric
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is formed of tripolar energies (which usually operate as a still-point) spins
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Since the Triadic, Polaric, and Eckatic Primal currents are Sound currents, rather than Light

gold for the Polaric, and turquoise for the Eckatic so you can see how
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TOR-A Chambers TriPolar 45° Tri-Veca Radiation Together, the EckaLe-eTOR-A &

Page:  48



and Meridian Line Polarities Fiqure 27 Ethos and Eiros Etheric Body Spheres Fiqure 28
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to harmonize the polarities within themselves, that they broke out of the quarantine. The

Page:  59

do with the polarity. Positive charge, negative charge, counterclockwise spin, clockwise spin.
So, they

Page:  76

if you have polarizing frequencies coming in, you"ll have a lot of polarizing chemicals,

a lot of polarizing chemicals, and you"ll be very bipolar and be susceptible to

you"ll be very bipolar and be susceptible to becoming a time share, and things

Page:  106

has actually been polarized, so we have a lower mental body and a higher

the process of depolarizing that part of our consciousness, and transmuting it. What you

do is just depolarize it and let it come in. It"s depolarizing and transmuting

come in. It"s depolarizing and transmuting any part of the reversed energy that isn"t
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and the two polarized Eyes are the Eye of EtorA (material) and the
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understood as omni-polar units of energy. "Omni" meaning they have the polarity

they have the polarity of both negative and positive, but they also have no

also have no polarity at the same time. An omni-polar unit can be

time. An omni-polar unit can be understood as simply a vibration, a unit

from the omni-polar state where it is ante-matter sound into a bipolar

sound into a bipolar state, electromagnetic, where it is light. This is what PKI

go into bi-polarity, where they flash on from being a sound ... they

on into bi-polarity, creates a scalar wave pattern and then it flashes off

Page:  7

phases ... it polarizes into two equal and opposite expressions of the Original Idea.

light. When they polarize you have anti-matter (PKA) and its opposite which

is the opposite polarity to itself. Then it replicates into another Still Point and
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then replicate and polarize and then group together, like with like. They form Partiki

Page:  11

Unifying the Polarities We have 2 polarized expressions of the Original Idea. One

We have 2 polarized expressions of the Original Idea. One polarized in the male

Original Idea. One polarized in the male electrical direction and the other polarized in

and the other polarized in an equal I opposite female magnetic direction; 2 equal

other. These 2 polarized expressions come into manifestation and they interact. Interaction
between these

between these two polarities is effectively what weaves the whole structure of creation. The

process. The 2 polarized units come into expression. Once they have manifested in
expression,

buffer field the polarities are RE-integrated in an orderly way. So the consciousness

Thus, we have polarity as a natural part of the creative process. Polarity is



the creative process. Polarity is a natural part of creation. It is only when

is only when polarity gets stuck, when the polarized units of consciousness cannot return

stuck, when the polarized units of consciousness cannot return to coherence, to harmony
that

we have problems. Polarity in itself is natural and it is when polarity can

it is when polarity can return to integrity and wholeness in Source and return

and changing their polarity in relation to each other, light was created." (Speaker

phases - projects polarized structures into manifestation and then returns to Source with the
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are the Triadic, Polaric, and Eckatic levels, the Khun, Da, RA, or Khundaray frequencies

Page:  18

Fields: the Eckatic, Polaric, and Triadic. There is a flip, a polarization in rotation

a flip, a polarization in rotation that happens; that is why D-15 is

you have the Polaric which forms the D-14 light field. The Eckatic is

level (non-polarized field). These flame fields are not columnar flames but spherical
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bringing out of polarity the boundaries that separate each of these levels. Between the
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matter, we have polar opposites. So, this matter universe has an equal and opposite
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level spanning the Polaric Level of the Primal Sound Fields. And we have a
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that synthesizes both polarities. This neutral core is represented by a Kathara Grid referred
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a replica which polarizes, which creates two equal and opposite expressions, each of which

Then we get polarity on this axis, and then we get 2 equal and

unit. The two polarized units, the Particum and the PartikA units phase and spread

Once the two polarized units come out to their maximum expansion, once they have

back; the two polarized units come into a relationship with each other, and they
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circles harmonize their polarities; then the combined unit returns back into integrity within
the
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nature ... Tri-polar or Omni-polar. It is not polarized; it synthesizes the

polar or Omni-polar. It is not polarized; it synthesizes the polarities. This is

It is not polarized; it synthesizes the polarities. This is represented by what is

it synthesizes the polarities. This is represented by what is referred to as the

a replica which polarizes, creates a male ManA expression and a female EirA expression.
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replica is then polarized within the expanded original "First Thought," forming two separate
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discs of Bi-polar EirA-ManA consciousness called the 12 Reuche Scepter Shields, which

a central Tri-polar scalar wave disc composed of blended ManU-EirA· ManA

12 smaller bi-polar Reuche Scepter Currents that are entwined together through the central

the central Tri-polar current of the Amoraea Shields. As the Scepter Shields rotate

holds the 2 polarized currents in direct relationship with each other, forming two counter-

rotating spirals of polarized EirA and ManA God Force current within the Ecka ManU-
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is created replicates, polarizes and vibrationally Downsteps to form a pair of smaller Base-

plane/Base-6 polarized Merkaba Spirals called Veca Merkaba Fields. COSMIC EGG: Cosmic
Radial
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we have a polarity in terms of ManA-EirA, that is manifesting these Kathara

So those two polarities interacting weave the Fabric of Creation that emerges through the
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the core. This polarizes and creates two expressions; they emerge as the 12 and

So, the core polarizes, downsteps, and creates a 12 and a 6 point within

6, 3, 9) polarize in turn and create equal and opposite expressions, which manifest
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the Reuche pattern polarize ManA and EirA. The ManA points are represented by the
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discs of bi-polar EirA-ManA consciousness called the 12 Reuche Scepter Shields. These

a central tri-polar shield wave disc composed of blended ManU, EirA, and ManA



Page:  57

Pillars has opposite polarity. Reuche Pillars we can see that they form EirA-ManA

12 smaller bi-polar Reuche Scepter currents that are intertwined through the central tri-

the central tri-polar current of the Amoraea Shields. As the Scepter Shields rotate

holds the two polarized currents in direct relationship with each other, forming 2 counter-

rotating spirals of polarized EirA and ManA God Force Current within the Ecka ManU
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is created, replicates, polarizes and vibrationally downsteps to form a pair of smaller Base-

plane Base-6 polarized Merkaba spirals called Veca Merkaba Spirals. This is the level
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EtorA side. Its polar opposite on the other side corresponds to the AdorA universal
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Teachings handle this polarity? • They do not see this as polarity because they

see this as polarity because they consider science and spirituality to go hand in

Page:  18

is the first Polarity Equilibrium Unit. It is called the Heart of God. The
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they cease to polarize-i.e., close and unite to form the EtorA HaRA
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got reversed in Polaris, our North Star, to plug us in the center of

between ARPS and polarity. • The petals are spaced at 60 degrees from the
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and it is polarizing them and twisting them. There are 6 of these aligned
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is called the Polarian Host Network System. On the AdorA side there is a

to as the Polarian Gates. These gates are being used as part of the
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one, Unified, de-polarised, REi-ShA-ic Record Eternal Cell (the Krystar), releasing

of the Ancient Polarian Gate Network from Human Seeding-1, 225 MY A period)
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Aquaelle through the Polarian Gate (off the cost of Amsterdam), which is a
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that are in polarityreligion vs. science, all that kind of stuff. It shows where

Page:  39

Evac Warning and Polarian Host Salvage, which was part of the mission. At this

Page:  72

a very simple polarity division there. So, there are balance in polarities between the

are balance in polarities between the EtorA and the AdorA side. So, this starts

Page:  80

called the 1st polarity equilibrium unit and it"s the 7 Suns of the 7

Page:  94

of they"re not polarized anymore, where they"re actually united and closed and they form

Page:  257

what"s called the Polarian Host Network System. And we"ve talked about that a while

to as the Polarian Gates. The Polarian Gates are being used as part of

Polarian Gates. The Polarian Gates are being used as part of the support system

Page:  267

between ARPS and polarity and all sorts of things. It also creates ... what

Page:  269

others have a polarity, there will be a matching one, an ad jugate over

Page:  270

And that became Polaris, our North Star. It"s being used to plug us into

Page:  275

reversed to become Polaris, which is our North Star, and it has another name,



Page:  289

it attempts to polarize energy to pretend it has an Elemental Adjugate, which it

and they are polarizing them and twisting them. This is where you get the

Page:  304

it creates a polarity division between you, and your natural Eiradonis frequencies that could

Page:  306

the yin yang polarization of currents that shouldn"t be running that way at all.
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Page:  9

anatomy activate and depolarize, allowing the Rasha Body, Light Body, and atomic
Mashayanic Body

Page:  12

the unified (depolarized) infrasound-radiation geleziac-ether of the Ascended Eternal Spirit
Body,

Page:  14

"progress" of polarized religious and scientific theorization. And, yes, it is a Gift

Page:  21

initiates separation and depolarization of its dimensionalized matter-base, the ManE matter-
substance of

paternal radiation encryptions depolarize and separate from each other and "turn to ManE

Page:  68

problem with the polarity mess with this seal because it is a polarized seal

it is a polarized seal and it is not supposed to be polarized in

supposed to be polarized in that way. This is part of what is helping

Page:  69

people being bi-polar and having all sorts of wacky chemical based diseases as

ozone with the polarized pattern, the polarity pattern of the victim-victimizer thing. And

polarized pattern, the polarity pattern of the victim-victimizer thing. And that connects to

and it"s also polarized. So we have these polarization seals with the yin-yang

we have these polarization seals with the yin-yang flow running in these layers

Page:  73

little yin-yang polarity thing. These seals, you have 1 through 7 going out

Page:  80

ones that are polarized already, which means they are partially split already. They are



Page:  84

won"t do the polarization on the 4th Chakra seal, so it won"t start that

Page:  107

from is actually polarized and split There are places that have to do with

Page:  168

out how extreme polarity consciousness could get so extreme that it created complete
competition

had two highly polarized groups that, for each themselves, they incarnated as these groups,

wanted to explore polarity extremes and the extremes in polarity-one would play the

the extremes in polarity-one would play the passive while the other played the

Page:  169

in studying extreme polarity consciousness and the experiment got away from the ones who

great experiment in polarity extreme study, but it was supposed to be quarantined. At

Page:  171

the exploring extreme polarity consciousness through an experiment that was intended well
to try

Page:  176

the duality or polarization of Chakra-4 of the heart, and they were able

Page:  205

which creates a polarized light field and a whole other set of realities that

Page:  206

shows you the polarized layers which give you what should be a natural part

they have it polarized because of the NET field And that polarization creates an

field And that polarization creates an aspect of it that is like a false

Page:  245

fragmented, it"s the polarized mental The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi

Page:  263

Consciousness is extremely polarized. It became caught in a victim/victimizer experiment
where they

was about excessive polarity consciousness. So they created a life form of themselves. They

took on a polarity extreme, in order to explore what it meant to have



to have "Polarity Consciousness" so they could, hopefully, find an anti-dote to

they realized that polarity consciousness, at its core, was competition. So they wanted to

Page:  264

better what the polarity consciousness was. And there was a control group that didn"t

consciousness of extreme polarity consciousness in the victimizer stance that the control
group couldn"t

consciousness, the extreme polarity consciousness of the BourghaMUsala-AhLAma And they
had one objective-

Page:  296

6-6 Quarantined Polarity Experiment. That"s the one we talked about. I"ll read this

"to explore polarity extremes in competition ... " Because they realized that competition

going into extreme polarity. One group remained with the organic tri-veca genetic coding

to pull the polarity groups back out of mutation once the 4 evolutionary-6-

one of the Polarity groups called the Bourgha MUs alA fell into extreme polarity

fell into extreme polarity disorientation, destroyed the competing Polarity group and
developed a Time-

destroyed the competing Polarity group and developed a Time-Rip Technology by which they

Page:  337

of your consciousness polarizes to go into these cycles, and the other, after you

Page:  342

levels became very polarized and twisted, and something called Hibernation Zones formed
First, I

Page:  429

Great Experiment in polarity. They took themselves and divided themselves up into 3 groups

an extreme of polarity. One would play the Victim, one would play the Victimizer

themselves to unify polarities because they didn"t have that 3rd unifying polarity. And they

that 3rd unifying polarity. And they were supposed to go through four 6-cycles

forth, the 2 polarity ones. So, one would play the Victim, one the Victimizer

to the 2 polarity groups, they had become primarily destroyed except a few who

Page:  443

being split or polarized and I couldn"t hit the mean and it was very,

Page:  481

set of 12 Polarized Prana-that is Prana-Chi negative and Prana-Kei positive



12 set of polarized Prana sparks within the ring The action of the exhale-

the Ring-1 Polarized Prana Sparks draw outward from Ring-1 into Bands or

spans with the polarized Prana sparks that formed in the corresponding ring during the

corresponding band with polarized Prana sparks. Now these are done, as you know, in

1-12 with polarized Prana Sparks. The next, or final, breath in each of

Page:  482

and makes one depolarized Prana backflow spark Eiron point and the Prana seed opens

set of 12 polarized Prana, that"s Prana-Chi negative and Prana-Kei positive sparks.

12 set of polarized Prana sparks in the ring The MCEO Freedom Teachings®

Page:  483

ring number 1 polarized Prana sparks draw outward from Ring-1 into Band/Span

spans with the polarized Prana sparks that formed in the corresponding ring number during

number 1 with polarized Prana sparks. The body of 12 breaths, the 12 inhale-

1-12 with polarized Prana sparks. The next, the 13th inhale-hold contraction sparks

Page:  487

entire structure of polarization, where you have polarized fields here, they"re separated by
bands.

where you have polarized fields here, they"re separated by bands. You have gel layers

Page:  488

and get a polarity layer around sets of 3 of them. So you end

double layer of polarity around. You have 1-2-3 and 3 has a

double layer of polarity around it, then 4-5-6 and a double layer

double layer of polarity, 7-8-9, 10-11-12, 13-14-15, right.
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depending on their polarity and what type of energy they are. Some are ManA,

Page:  496

is beyond gender polarity .. It has created gender polarity. It created polarity in

has created gender polarity. It created polarity in order to make manifestation possible. What

polarity. It created polarity in order to make manifestation possible. What we are looking

Page:  502

Span-O) the polarity boundaries between the 15 Rings and 15 Spans dissolve forming

Page:  515



Code breaking into polarization with a relative 2!3- 1!3 ratio, alright? So
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created by the polarization of the fields From the Ozone layer out is on
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of the snakes, depolarizes them and creates what looks like a Cobra hood. That"s

Page:  48

trinity It"s the polarity that they"re built on. That is a finite life code

Page:  60

it allows the polarity that holds all of these apart to disappear, and it

Page:  95

these, they de-polarize part of this and it opens this into a very

Page:  128

... motion and polarity. Now we"ve talked about, and thrown the word around here

Page:  133

God" The first Polarity Equilibrium is born. This particular structure, and I"m sure they

Page:  134

the first Equilibrium Polarity Fields, that these are from which like Gravity and those

it"s those that polarize or if they pop in once more and make another

another replica and polarize. But either way, we end up with .. .yeah,

their quantum and polarize into an Expanding and Contracting Set, 2 Sets of 7

came out and polarized, creating 2 Polarity Fields and also creating the 90 degree

polarized, creating 2 Polarity Fields and also creating the 90 degree angle relationships that

hold and the polarity it has, they move together, form one big sphere and

Page:  137

the right thing polarity-wise. Their quantum and their charge are messed up because

Page:  143

bodies, to de-polarize and blend into one large light field that allows you



Page:  167

Passages and to polarize it and reverse part of it and create a containment

literally allows the polarized snake heads of frequency let"s say to depolarize and form

let"s say to depolarize and form one large field like a cobra hood and

Page:  169

rapid melting of polar ice and more rapid depletion of ozone, all of those

Page:  173

where the snakes depolarize and become one head, it actually forms an ankh. Alright,

Page:  206

the divisions, the polarity divisions between each of the layers progressively depolarize. The
entire

the layers progressively depolarize. The entire thing merges into a large Sun Field of

Page:  208

are no longer polarized and separated from each other. They progressively merge into a

Page:  213

them, and create depolarization of the entire 15 geleziac layer structure, and that will

Page:  217

been split and polarized, and it forms what are called Hibernation Zones. They are

to split and polarize the fields of the natural light body and RaSha body

Page:  235

because of the polarity involved in these, these are called the 3 E-Na,

Page:  236

It has electromagnetic polarity but it"s not like EM waves like we think of

Page:  238

radiation at what polarity create the structure of the Tauren that allows for the

Page:  244

of the opposite polarity frequencies from the other spiral in order to get the

Page:  245

has an opposite polarity. That has the negative polarity. Not negative in meaning or

has the negative polarity. Not negative in meaning or intention, just negative charge to



Page:  249

And they are polarized and the are actually polarized into sets of, it"s three

the are actually polarized into sets of, it"s three as we"ll see in a

Page:  252

only would the polar ice caps melt very quickly, that would be half the

Page:  275

a convenience of polarity that"s used for energetic things that, yes, for reproduction, but

Page:  281

the undifferentiated, not polarized, core energy quanta of Source energy. Now the Eck, there

Page:  285

God. The first polarity equilibrium is born. They consider this the polarity equilibrium. 15

consider this the polarity equilibrium. 15 Partiki in Spirit and the power of three

the other two polarity Eyes of God will come. First, let"s see the Eye

formed and the polarity equilibrium. On the 8th expansion, and I"m going to try

Page:  286

and the two polarized Eyes of God, and this actually manifests right down into

Page:  289

body or a polarity in the consciousness field of Source. Though polarity and all

of Source. Though polarity and all things exist within it, it is not those

put the two polarities together. There is something even beyond that, and I don"t

Page:  298

uniting of the polarities and fertilization of the keys, and then going into conception

Page:  303

of them they polarize them so they could run a seven-chakra system, but
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quickly melt the polar ice caps I [laughing] So, it was almost like

Page:  340

structure to de-polarize and turn into literally like a Cloud of Light and

Page:  353



descend, they de-polarize the entire structure and allow it to turn into a

Page:  354

begins to de-polarize and the Light Body is pulling away from the Rasha

Page:  356

Spans would de-polarize, it would turn into a Cloud of Radiation or Light

Page:  383

and part positive polarity but in equal quantum and it has a full quantum

Page:  389

God, the first polarity equilibrium. The 7 Suns of the 7 Suns because what

Page:  391

actually the 2 polarized eyes close, form 1 big one and go back into

Page:  417

a reversal of polarity, where the natural structure of this one that ends up

Page:  418

a reversal of polarity on the ShAion ring, where you"re supposed to have ShAions

reversed in their polarity cause a reversal of the joules over here and it

Page:  441

with Gaia and Polaris, and the other things that were starting to fall in

Page:  478

mutation that splits, polarizes one of these figure 8 Na-VA-ho flows It

ho flows It polarizes them and turns them in on themselves, and when it"s

Page:  504

It became Gaia, Polaris, that was The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by

Page:  509

and split them, polarized them and pulled part of them 50-degrees and, away

Page:  533

of God" 1st Polarity Equilibrium 7 Suns of the 7 Suns· The MCEO
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what"s called the Polarian Matrix, or the AdorA side gates, that are equivalent to

to as the Polarian gates The Polarian gates were used way back in Seeding

Polarian gates The Polarian gates were used way back in Seeding 1, when Parallel

evacuations through the Polarian gates There was a key Polarian gate that linked directly

was a key Polarian gate that linked directly into M-31, that gave it

Page:  5

part of the Polarian matrix. It"s in the North Sea, that"s what they call

Page:  18

before briefly, the Polarian Matrix on the AdorA side, was set in to actually

Page:  32

starts stealth hyperspace Polarian AdorA Krystar atomic shift into the Arcturian Bypass, AR-
tur-

Page:  65

yourself from the polarity dramas that occur is to be able to love both

Page:  92

point they"re mobilizing polarities. In America the classic drama, conflict drama between the
Annu

Page:  145

how the regular polarized atomic structure of the body returns to its organic form

Page:  152

is the non-polarized ... it"s like taking the Akashic Record that"s made of

Page:  157

the bands of polarity break, you know, just like dissipate and that creates the

Page:  186



of this like Polaroids. They are literally like shooting out both sides at high

Page:  199

anything from bi-polar, what causes it They don"t think possession exists or the

Page:  201

connected to the Polarian Gate structure and that is connected into the Spanner Gates.

Page:  214

anatomy activate and depolarize, allowing the Rash a Body, Light Body and atomic Ma-

Page:  221

the unified (depolarized) infrasound radiation gelezic-ether of the Ascended Eternal Spirit
Body,

Page:  224

... progress of polarized religious and scientific theorization. And, yes, it is a Gift

Page:  233

separation and de-polarization of its dimensionalized matter-base, the ManE matter-
substance of

fraternal radiation encryptions depolarize and separate from each other, and "turn to ManE

Page:  241

There"s also a polarized part of this record that is-one is the Akashic

Page:  242

Record, or the polarized Akashic Record, or Ecoushic Record. And that, I"m mentioning them

Page:  243

There"s actually two polarized Hara Bodies and one center Hara Body, called the HaRA
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plugs that support polarization, and which exist at the junction/crossbars between Kathara
Centers:
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the Triadic or Polaric Matrix in a previous lifetime and has returned carrying the

Page:  40

Signet Seals create polarization between dimensionalized sets of scalar waves within the
Scalar Shields,
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to . reuniting polarities fertilization" 5. ME- Ta-UR "in unshakable conviction &
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Page:  30

where all the polarity layers between them depolarize, and the whole thing turns into

layers between them depolarize, and the whole thing turns into a wave. It actually

Page:  109

it reverses the polarity on things, and it come(s) back around this way.
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Currents (non-polarised ManU current from the Reishiac Record, EM-negative EirA current

from the two polarized EtorA and AdorA Currents. Here we start to really be
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draws together the polarized + mana-Zeion light quantum and the- EirA-GhaRE spirit

and Eiron Stream polarize and translate simultaneously into State-4 Hydroplasm and State-S

S. 7. The polarized Spirit, in the form of Sate-4 Hydroplasm and State-

Page:  4

Field then refracts, polarizes and "turns around", splitting into "2 currents of

Page:  7

02He3WH2VN2, D2-H3N3AU02TiHe2 polarizes to become Celestalline and Celestallite) 21 .
1st Ectoplasmic Crystalline-
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hijacked, forming a polarized distorted Gharoche". The Gharoche" leads to the formation of
distorted

formation of distorted polarized matter called ManE and ManE matter draws in more distorted
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us through our polarised emotional and mental bodies to magnify, distort and "play
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Lecture -Inorganic Polarities of the Physical Body, "THE VOICE" & the "

OVercoming "Inorganic Polarities of the Physical Body". Preparatory Techniques A. "Optical-
Pineal

Page:  26

between the presently polarized D-3 Mental and D-2 Emotional-Physical personal
consciousness
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(the environmentally polarized , reversed portion of the GharE".) Some Gharoche is part
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(the environmentally polarized, reversed portion of the GharE"), and the Elemental Forces of
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Exhale. Stimulates: Balances polarity to FBM # 4 points- plus- Chakra 3/Ra Center,
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distortion lens of polarized duality, while denying the existence, love, safety and infinite
power

Page:  31

play the other polarity. (Greece 2002) VictimNictimizer is a game of polarity. It

a game of polarity. It is a game of distortion that is encoded in

part of the polarity disease that we have here because of things that were

the DNA that polarized it more than it was supposed to be. That is

Page:  35

distortion-lens of polarized duality while denying the existence, love, safety and infinite power

ness" of opposite polarities in hope of "transcending polarity" is not only utterly

of "transcending polarity" is not only utterly futile, as it casts one fully

into a fully polarized singular-polarity extreme, it is also one of the greatest

fully polarized singular-polarity extreme, it is also one of the greatest demonstrations of

fearlessness openly acknowledge polarity as an organic condition of manifest energy, observe
the reality
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sides of any polarity drama, but gets engaged and dragged around by neither." "

Page:  40

union, where the polarities come together, and then not react to them as if

if they are polarized. It is not easy to get to a point where

the self. It polarizes the 3 strands from each other, where there is not

You are in polarity when you do detachment. Start with learning to be Peace

Page:  42

not flip between polarities so much. And then they actually expand into just one

we are in polarity, joy and sorrow can be very extreme. You can feel



Page:  43

of extreme in polarity happens when they become code convoluted and cannot hold D-

think that way." Polarity comes down to what these Primal Life Force Currents are.

Page:  44

artificial level of polarization here that turned what would be frequencies that should run

and allow both polarities to run through you. And when they can run through

progressively transmute the polarities so you expand back into Source. (Mechanics of
Manifestation)

moment holds. Transcend polarity thinking and seek the gift. What can I learn from

Page:  59

are in a polarized system, and thus we learn to make better choices." (

for us a polarized universe, where all things exist within a duality of perception.
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collective psyche, the polarity between the Light and the Shadow serves to divide and

Page:  88

Polarity Consciousness. You cannot bring Polarity into Unity if you refuse

You cannot bring Polarity into Unity if you refuse to acknowledge one of the

hen the negative polarity is acknowledged and understood without fear, one can then learn
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and transcendence of polarity consciousness can be achieved. This decision is entirely up to

and transcendence of polarity consciousness can be achieved? Today, practice coming from a
state
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to ... reuniting polarities fertilization" 5. ME-Ta- UR "in unshakable conviction &
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help reverse the polarity of negative or harmful programming grids. I AM ONE with
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Templar Viable Salvage. Polarian/Arc/Trinity Gates/ AdorA Rama Passage act. due to
Bourgha-

EVAC STAND-BY. Polarian Host-Rama Passage continues, Trans-Eckasha Equari-Dragon-
Wars Equari,

Page:  17

Arc-HubC/uster-Polarian/Trinity 12-Gate-Sets come on-line with Solomon-Shield

Page:  29

mutate into the polarized Bi-Veca structure of Shona Dead-Light Units, which in

the structure and polarity of materialized atoms. The mutated atoms of the atomic body
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mutate into the polarized Bi-veca structure of the Shona-Dead-Light Units, which

the structure and polarity of materialized atoms The mutated atoms of the atomic body

Page:  50

far as the Polarian Gate sets and the Cue Sites, and oh my goodness,

Page:  58

including Orion and Polaris and Alycone, which is Tara, all of those are in

Page:  70

you a bi-polar visual field that appears to be one, but the frequencies

Page:  73

which keeps a polarized field, where you have a completely polarized field in ...

have a completely polarized field in ... a polarized Light Field that you are

in ... a polarized Light Field that you are actually perceiving And it is

bubble. A reversed polarized memory bubble out the back of your head, just as

projecting out the polarized memory pattern from behind, and this is literally controlling what
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mutate into the polarized Bi-Veca structure of Sho-na Dead-Light Units, which

the structure and polarity of materialized atoms. The mutated atoms of the atomic body
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Wars #1 Polarians strands% of strand 1+7-12 HU3 D-7 Etheric
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OM (reversed polarity) Reversed +Gh~a•E 6 trapped Elementi fragment 2
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emotional/mental bi-polar chaos. As D-1, D-2 and D-3 invasion

Page:  39

chaos in body, bipolarity, etc. 3) Mini-Death Period - M H-Extraction Phase-

emotions"still bi-polar- but the possessor feels resigned to its fate. Organic identity
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Backflow Return Spark polarizes the Ah-yas, creating the 1st "Out-Phase," the

Capsule surrounding the polarized Ah-yas. B) Once the 2 Ah-VA-yas units
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our societies, are polarized with the arguments between religion and science. Then one tries

Page:  8

between these two polarized agendas, where some of them actually do want to gain

Page:  11

you have both polarities represented and there is a unification point, where the portions

planet, called the Polarian and Spanner gate systems, are also opening in 2012. This

Page:  13

You mentioned the Polarian Stargates would align with ours, and I believe you said

the impact of Polarius? Is that Polaris, because you said "Polarion"? What is

Polarius? Is that Polaris, because you said "Polarion"? What is the impact of

you said "Polarion"? What is the impact of that alignment with us? A"sha

just referring to Polaris, the star Polaris -the north star The Polarian gates

Polaris, the star Polaris -the north star The Polarian gates are a very

north star The Polarian gates are a very intricate set of Stargates that have

advanced state The Polarian gates and what are called the "Spanner" gates are

opening of the Polarian/Spanner gate systems So there has been a whole evolution

them. Because the Polarian and Spanner gates, which are also referred to as the
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have activated the Polarian Interface Gate Systems, the Arc of the Covenant Gate Systems
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and "opposite polarities attract"". So we still have the opposite electrical polarities attracting

the opposite electrical polarities attracting Beneath that,"like encryption attracts like
encryption"-ok- "
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encryptions and opposite polarities attract."" Now in the natural systems, opposite polarities
attract, but

natural systems, opposite polarities attract, but like encryptions attract That is changed in
the

encryptions and opposite polarities attract". Ok, and "They attract through Adhesive
Disharmonic Alignment

opposite encryptions and polarities attract" through Adhesive Disharmonic Alignment" as
opposed to the of
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Finite Law of Polarity Competition"", wherein the Eternal-life Systems" cause and effect
expresses

Finite Law of Polarity Competition", which leads to progressive identity-fragmentation and
eventual self-
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is no "polarity drama" between the two view points and the reality systems

and all that polarity I In the larger picture they both exist as truths
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to balance the polarities, which is an argument I"ve heard in various spots. "

out of the polarity drama, where everybody is nitpicking on each other, and nobody
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Network", the "Polarian Gate System", and the "Na-VA" -Ho The
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of the Covenant, Polarian, and Na-VA"-Ho Spanner Core Gates Networks will fully
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planetary and solar polar-alignments that were present and still are present in the
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planetary and solar polar-alignments of the 10,948 BC period, the energy quantum of

attracted into opposite-polarity electro-magnetic bond with the Merkaba Field of the other
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planetary and solar polar-alignments of the 10,948 BC period. "This 3 to
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more of the Polarian Gates, more of the Aurora Gate systems, more of the
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tilt points towards Polaris, and at the total other end of that cycle it
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basic structures, the polarity lines that follow that. These are the vortices, the nasty
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how each "polarized reality aspect" fits into the greater "Unified Big Picture"-
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and "opposite polarities attract" through Co-resonant Harmonic Alignment of common BPR-
core-

encryptions and opposite polarities attract" through Adhesive Disharmonic Alignment of
opposite BPR-core-frequency-

Finite Law of Polarity Competition," which leads to progressive identity-fragmentation and
eventual self-

is no "polarity drama" between the two viewpoints and the reality systems they
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Network," the "Polarian Gate System ," and the "Na-VA"-Ho Spanner

of the Covenant, Polarian and Na-VA"-Ho Spanner Core Gate Networks will fully
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of Earth"s "polar wobble" was simultaneously initiated. The second "Earth-pole wobble

planetary and solar polar-alignments that were/are present in the 10,948 BC period.
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planetary and solar polar-alignments of the 10,948 BC period, the energy quanta of

attracted into opposite-polarity electromagnetic bond with the Merkaba Field of the other
sun;
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planetary and solar polar-alignments of the 10,948 BC period. This 3 to 6
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into a mental polarity tangle" over which viewpoint is "right or wrong." Explore,
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exist as omni-polar points of fixed vibration. Partiki units are the smallest building
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units are omni-polar (containing the potentials for all polarities or none) units

potentials for all polarities or none) units of vibrating energy that perpetually cycle back

state of bi-polar light radiation and omni-polar sound vibration. Scalar-waves are

radiation and omni-polar sound vibration. Scalar-waves are points of standing waves
composed

in their omni-polar state, they exist as ante-matter substance, the first state

to form bi-polar waves while replicating their original omni-polar form. In the

their original omni-polar form. In the bi-polar state, Partiki units break down

In the bi-polar state, Partiki units break down into Particum units and PartikA

units of bi-polar light radiation that form electromagnetic scalar standing waves. Particum
units

as the omni-polar ante-matter Partiki units forming a wave of sound vibration

energy into bi-polar Particum and PartikA scalar-waves of light radiation. Energy thrust

transmutes, the bi-polar standing scalar-waves of light radiation returning to their original

their original omni-polar ante-matter state of Partiki units. Once returned to the

energy into bi-polar light radiation scalarwaves and back to ante-polar sound vibration



back to ante-polar sound vibration waves is called Partiki Phasing and gives the

fission into bi~polar particle and anti-particle manifestation built upon scalar-waves of

through fusion into omnipolar ante-matter sound vibration, continually cycling between the
manifest and
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are the Eckatic, Polaric, and Triadic currents of standing sound vibration. These 3 levels

rays are the Polaric Gold Flame D-14 Light Field current and the Triadic
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Dimension-12 Omni-polar Universal Christos Field of antematter density hydroplasmic liquid
light. The

9 levels of polarized electromagnetic energy frequency that form 3 currents of 3-dimensional

Blue flame b. Polaric level -Gold flame c. Triadic level- Violet flame 2.
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understood as omni-polar units of energy. Omni meaning they have the polarity of

they have the polarity of both negative and positive, but they also have no

also have no polarity at the same time. An omni-polar unit can be

time. An omni-polar unit can be understood as simply a vibration, a unit
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omni-polar state where it is ante-matter sound into a bi-

into a bi-polar state, electromagnetic, where it is light. This is what PKI

go into bi-polarity, where they flash on from being a sound-they are

on into bi-polarity-creates a scalar-wave pattern and then it flashes off

turn phases, it polarizes into two equal and opposite expressions of the Original Idea.

matter. When they polarize you have anti-matter (PKA) and its opposite which

Then the replica polarizes creating two expressions of the original pattern, but with opposed

but with opposed polarities. Partiki, PartikA and Particum all exist at the same time.
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then replicate and polarize and then group together; like with like. They form PKI

and through the polarized ManA and EirA fields. Circulation of energy takes place through
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biology. Unifving the Polarities We have 2 polarized expressions of the Original Idea. One

We have 2 polarized expressions of the Original Idea. One polarized in the male

Original Idea. One polarized in the male electrical direction and the other polarized in



and the other polarized in an equal I opposite female magnetic direction; 2 equal

other. These 2 polarized expressions come into manifestation and they interact. Interaction
between these

between these two polarities is effectively what weaves the whole structure of creation. The

process. The 2 polarized units come into expression. Once they have manifested in
expression,

buffer field the polarities are re-integrated in an orderly way. So the consciousness

Thus, we have polarity as a natural part of the creative process. Polarity is

the creative process. Polarity is a natural part of creation. It is only when

is only when polarity gets stuck, when the polarized units of consciousness cannot return

stuck, when the polarized units of consciousness cannot return to coherence that we have

we have problems. Polarity in itself is natural. When polarity can return to full

is natural. When polarity can return to full integrity and wholeness in Source, creation

and changing their polarity in relation to each other, light was created." (Speaker

phases - projects polarized structures into manifestation and then returns to Source with the
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you have the Polaric which forms the D-14 light Field. The Eckatic is

Eckatic level (nonpolarized field). These flame fields are not columnar flames but spherical

bringing out of polarity the boundaries that separate each of these levels. Between the
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anti-matterwe have polar opposites. So, this matter universe has an equal and opposite
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level spanning the Polaric level of the Primal Sound Fields. We also have a

that synthesizes both polarities. This neutral core is represented by a Kathara Grid referred
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in nature; Tri-polar or Omni-polar. It is not polarized; it synthesizes the

polar or Omni-polar. It is not polarized; it synthesizes the polarities. This is

It is not polarized; it synthesizes the polarities. This is represented by what is

it synthesizes the polarities. This is represented by what is referred to as the

a replica which polarizes, creates a male ManA expression and a female EirA expression.

At this level polarity exists in terms of ManA and EirA that are manifesting

these two whose polarities interact, weaving the Fabric of Creation that emerges through the
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Pillar 13. This polarizes and creates two expressions; they emerge as the 12 and

So, the core polarizes, downsteps and creates a 12 and a 6 point within

6, 3, 9) polarizes in turn and creates equal and opposite expressions, which manifest

the Reuche pattern polarize ManA and EirA. The ManA points are represented by the
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discs of bi-polar EirA- 9 ManA consciousness called the 12 Reuche Scepter Shields.

a central Tri-polar Shield Wave Disc composed of blended ManU, EirA and ManA
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12 smaller bi-polar Reuche Scepter currents that are intertwined through the central tri-

the central tri-polar current of the Amoraea Shields. As the Scepter Shields rotate

holds the two polarized currents in direct relationship with each other, forming 2 counter

rotating spirals of polarized EirA and ManA God Force Current within the Ecka ManU

is created, replicates, polarizes and vibration ally downsteps to form a pair of smaller
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plane Base-6 polarized Merkaba Sspirals called Veca Merkaba Spirals. This is the level
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are changed or polarities switched, then phasing cannot take place and the Kristiac Streams
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of an opposite polarity. This forms electromagnetic frequency flows which connect from one
shield

the columns have polarity differences in relation to each other and are at specific

arcs to form. Polarity differences mean the columns have a predominately electrical,
magnetic or
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of energy and polarity relationships for the Eternal Life Creation process. The quantum
represents

create its hologram. Polarity differences represent the way the positive and negative charges
interact

Merkaba We have polarized Merkaba Spirals that in a Solar Activation Cycle (SAC)
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serves as the polarizing lens through which the -Primal Life Force Currents flow
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Monad Sets the Polarity Spins Understanding the patterns created through deflection is



helpful, because

know the Monad polarity and spin you can track the deflection spins from this

which sets the polarity spins of any system, and the Monad is called the

Blueprint. These two polarized currents perpetually pass through each other at the Tri-Veca
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cross over opposite polarity currents at the 7th and 8th positions, allowing for timeline

Universal Dimensional Merkaba Polarity Scale This scale shows where the Parameter Field
shifts take
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Covenant Gates, the Polarian Gates and from the Middle Edon Worlds. These host frequencies
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frequencies from the Polarian Gate System and the Rama Passage during StarBurst
Response. The

system of the Polarian Matrix Gate Interface, a network that can only be accessed
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network between the Polarian Gate System, Trinity32 and Arc Gate Systems. This network
was
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.. . reuniting polarities fertilization" 5. ME-Ta- UR "in unshakable conviction &
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to re-uniting polarities, fertilization" "The All urea, first Eye of God" "
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All Rights Reserved Polaris 23.5" shift in part of Earth"s Crystal Body generates the
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in Atlantic Ocean Polaris North Star Alignment (Current) 23SCWTilt Solar Rod Chambers Dec.
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govern the Partiki Polarization Angles and Thrust-Force Distribution through which Partikite I
Partikate

thrust-force I polarity/ tension between Pki I Pka/ Pcm Unit Sets) required to

the thrust-force/ polarity tension balances between Pki/ Pka/ Pcm Unit Sets. Inorganic
Kathara
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Grid distortion I Polaris aligns Earth with Clarion moon in Wesedak Solar North Earth

. , ~Polaris pre~ession of the Vega eqUinoxes... 23 _~ · B)
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the planetary field Polaris aligns Earth with Clarion moon in Wesedak Celestial pole 14,000AD

field Solar axis Polaris 23.5° shift in part of Earth"s Crystal Body generates the
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21 Equinox PCMEarth Polaris North Star AA!ignment (Current) 5" CWTilt 1/
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and the two polarities of Religious Creationism and Scientific Evolutionism. Ash reminded us
that
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arises as a nonpolarized or omni-polar expression that carries the original thought or

nonpolarized or omni-polar expression that carries the original thought or intention as an

replica in turn polarizes to manifest two opposite expressions of the original theme or

units carry opposed polarities. They can be described as electrical PartikA (PKA) and

worlds etc. These polarities interact to weave the fabric of creation. Having reached
maximum

shown above, the polarized PKA and PCM units draw together and resolve their polarities.

and resolve their polarities. They merge and integrate back into the original PKI unit.
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similar process of polarization. They are polarized expressions of each other and of a

polarization. They are polarized expressions of each other and of a parent number sequence.

arises from this polarization. They interact to manifest additional structure in creation. We
can

numbers embody the polarized structures in creation and illustrate their dynamic in a .-,

This concept of polarized numbers and structures is of fundamental importance and is key
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two processes are polarized expressions of each other. The spiral integrates them. It is

the PKI omni-polar host or parent. This sequence illustrates how the spiral generates

have the omni-polar core at the center that holds direct connection to Source.

This produces two polarities represented by the 12 and 6. It produces a further

further set of polarities at 90° to this as the 9 and 3. These

these in turn polarizes further to generate 8 additional numbers further out. These represent
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the emergence of polarity from within a state of neutral integrity and for the

interaction of these polarities. Merkaba Merkaba is a system for circulating life force current
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the structure. The polarization and counter-rotation of the spirals allows for interaction at

just as the polarization of male and female energies allows for interaction to generate
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spiral elements form polarities. These are closely related to the PartikA (PKA) and

Particum (PCM) polarities that arise in the Partiki Phasing process discussed earlier. As

from an integrated omnipolar state corresponding to the Partiki (PKI) phase of this
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a circular or polar diagram as shown below. In this case we move out
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EtorA and AdorA polarities of the Krystal Spiral. Note however that the spin direction
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magnetic elements are polarized and correspond with the PKA and PCM components of the
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electric and magnetic polarities interact to bring a new element into creation, just as

female and male polarities interact to create new life. This is represented by the

elements were to polarize further in an outward direction they would in fact create

PKA and PCM polarized elements. These store the energy in opposing modes to set
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carries PKA- PCM polarities in addition to PKI. This again forms a threefold structure.

threefold structure. The polarities interact. There is an exchange similar to a seed exchange

holding the natural polarity and opposition they are locked together. Three such spiral sets
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a natural way. Polarities are held in natural balance to allow interaction and resolution.

Here the two polarities are represented by the black and white elements. These close

energy flows. Both polarities rotate in the same direction. This reduces © 2010 A
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interaction. Furthermore the polarity centers, the white and black dots, are off center. They

Source connections • Polarities tend to be locked, inhibiting interaction and resolution.
Consequences Phase
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Templar Viable Salvage, Polarian/Arc/Trinity Gates/AdorA Rama Passage activation due to
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EVAC STAND-BY, Polarian Host–Rama Passage continues, Trans-Eckasha Equari Dragon
Wars (
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Krystic Kantarian Passage Polarian Gate-Network Procyon-Interface. Can be used for various
Krystic
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Alcyone and Gaia/Polaris, to which the Angelic-Human DNA is coded, thus extending
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6-6 Quarantined Polarity Experiment‖ and its inherent ―Victim-Victimizer Game,‖ which they

fell into extreme polarity disorientation and violence, and created a ―Time-Rip Technology‖
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Library,‖ the fallen Polaris-Gaia ―Gaiam Library,‖ the fallen ―Procyon Library,‖ the
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introduces the Krystic Polarian Matrix Adora-side Gates, the Arcturian Bypass, Code of AR-
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Arc-Hub-Cluster-Polarian/Trinity 12-Gate-Sets come on-line with Solomon-Shield
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constitutes release of polarity, separation and return to unity for that level. This can
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and "Spirit" polarized: 11-4 -7 -10-1 -5 blccll

Letter sequences & polarity Orientation of AXJ-A-TONAL UNES: 1-2 -~-4-
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confusion that your polarized perceptions create. So much wonder awaits you as you awaken
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Reusha-TA Spirals polarize, the Breathing Tube opens and the Chakras form. Source of
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becomes drawn into polarity reversal and harnessed within the center of the DhA Cell.
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and are inorganically polarized and set into Tube-Torus vortex-spin within the DhA

equal-quantum and oppositepolarity" Elemental-Force currents that are known as the "Yin

Fragment currents, further polarizing this energy, consciousness and identity; through this
process, a portion

"reduced and polarized", the "Chi-portion" remaining as a reduced-quantum GharE
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constitutes release of polarity, separation and return to unity for that level. This can
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3 P = Polaric Sound Fields 1·2-3· T =Triadic
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showing charge and polarity in detail. We don"t have to understand all of that
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to with the polarities of the ones around it. This one is the Violet
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anchored and began polarized Median Earth/Net Earth circulation (via the Eye of
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SilverONE Sun-8 polarized pure plasma flows (that anchored and initiated polarized
circulation

anchored and initiated polarized circulation on 12/24/2012) to depolarize, braid together into

24/2012) to depolarize, braid together into a full-spectrum Sun-8 Core Plasma

30/2012 the depolarized/braided full-spectrum Sun-8 Core Plasma Current continues
circulation
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anchored and began polarized Median Earth/Net Earth circulation (via the Eye of
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ONE Sun-8 polarized pure plasma flows (that anchored and initiated polarized circulation

anchored and initiated polarized circulation on 12/24/2012) to depolarize, braid together into

24/2012) to depolarize, braid together into a full-spectrum Sun-8 Core Plasma

30/2012 the depolarized/braided full-spectrum Sun-8 Core Plasma Current continues
circulation
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such extremes of polarity that the solution involves bringing in powerful and high frequencies
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created by the polarization of what are called Partiki or ante-particle units of
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mental and emotional polarity, such as legitimate cases of "Clinical Schizophrenia" or "
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and then reverses polarity to draw it back into its centre. The resultant compression
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exploration of the polarities of the victim and victimiser drama, the Path of the
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to be the polarities of spirituality and science which reawaken within us our true
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separation, of a polarised dichotomy between spirit and matter, between science and religion,
between
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Integrity Why "polarity" issues are looked at and addressed in the MCEO teachings

The treatment of polarity is a fundamental issue that differentiates this work from many

other teachings. Firstly polarity isn"t "bad" in itself. Source/God projects creation by

projects creation by polarizing within itself. It projects consciousness into separate units, be
they

creative process of polarization and integration. We wouldn"t regard the polarity in an
electrical

wouldn"t regard the polarity in an electrical battery, the + and -, as bad.

more than the polarity. Given that we find ourselves with polarity issues, i.e.

find ourselves with polarity issues, i.e. separation from ourselves/God and separation from
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nor "breed polarity". Ideally we focus on issues I problems in the context

more separative or polarizing. It separates us from the problem (at the level

are "beyond polarity". Before we can regard ourselves as beyond polarity we need

ourselves as beyond polarity we need to address the following question. Can I integrate

I"m not beyond polarity. Until I can do so there is part of me

me trapped in polarity due to various distortions in the natural processes of creation.

of us beyond polarity. But we needn"t worry about these. It"s our lower parts
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patterns of BI-POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY RADIATION, which form SPECIFIC
PATTERNS OF SCALAR FREQUENCY
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of vibrating bi-polar energy signatures. Vibration of energy units creates patterns of internal
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as a reversed, bipolar distortion layer within the organic Tan-Chi"-Ti membrane external

"MEme-Brain" polarizes the Tan-Chi"-Ti membrane, creating the "sub-conscious"
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as a reversed, bipolar distortion layer within the organic Tan-Chi"-Ti membrane external

"MEme-Brain" polarizes the Tan-Chi"-Ti membrane, creating the "sub-conscious"
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as a reversed, bipolar distortion layer within the organic Tan-Chi"-Ti membrane external

"MEme-Brain" polarizes the Tan-Chi"-Ti membrane, creating the "sub-conscious"
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02He3WH2VN2. D2-H3N3AU02TiHe2 polarizes to become Celestalline and Celestallite) 21.
111 Ectoplasmic Crystalline-Electro-
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